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As dam become ubiquitous and immense in ma y ;•• t vities fo •<•••• \<. siness (.'.vision
making to scientific analysis, effective analysis of such data becomes an important research area.. Data analysis requires active involvemes. oS sumanb

nd visu

.e'en

is a powerful tool to capture profound insights from data. However, interactive visual exploration of -missive data poses fundamental technical e!ai!ionges to

ata visuai. • ai en

and database management systems. Millions of billions of data records clutter the screen
ond existing database management systems are inadvis.-t; for ov

' • -and-drlldeon

data access lor interactive data exploration.
We have proposed a density-based methodology to address the above challenge. We
present multiresolution data aggregation as an interraaiiao- eprese

of data

n

visualization tools and databases. Data aggregated at multiple resolutions are stored in
internal nodes of apartition-based high dimensional t

xwhil

dividual nouns

are stored in leaf nodes. Such a piggyback ride of aggregated data efficiently supports
resolution-based data access patterns of large relational data. Thus, multiresolution data
aggregation conveys den.sii.y-based data, input to visu

ns. Th

, many •.- ism g

visualization techniques which are inefficient in visualizing large data can accept this new
data input and participate in analysis of large data.

To demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the new representation, a clientserver visua.ration too; is developed. The serv , DB

, is a add-tree

a ant t -..i

gani/c data in multiple resolutions and the cliem -.Vis, v.. a dynae- ., fle, die, ana >..:
tendible visualization framework. We have extended 3D footprint splatting with grand
tour, density-based parallel coordinates, and densn'y-based scatterpio' matrices to render
data, aggregations. The eamework provides a data amiepenaa-ai and a-.--in-based enveva •
ment for quick development and integration of new visualization techniques, in addition to
the linking mechanism *o interconnect its cornponenis.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction*
Large relational data are becoming ubiquitous in many disciplines. Some of data repositories are governmental data archives, customer and ^transactional data, scientific experimental data, data collected from various sensors, surveys, and simulations, features extracted from large textural and multimedia streams. Visual exploration gives analytical
insight to its users to understand the data better. However, there are two major issues:
1. Information extraction from large relational data is computationally intensive operation,
2. Effective, scalable, and interactive visual representation and its rendering have limitations.
A framework which solves these problems will find immediate applications in many areas
from scientific research to business to homeland security.
Visual exploration of a massive amount of data poses fundamental challenges to both
data visualization and database management systems. A major finding of this project is
the density-based methodology to interactively explore large relational data sets. It uses
multiresolution data aggregation as a common representation of data between relational
databases and visualization tools. Data aggregated at multiple resolutions are stored in
*This research project is sponsored by the National Science Foundation (IIS-0414857, 10/01/2004 09/30/2008). Professor Li Yang at Western Michigan University is the Principal Investigator.
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internal nodes of a partition-based high dimensional tree index. Such a piggyback ride of
aggregated data supports the overview-and-drill-down data access pattern for interactive
data exploration.

1.2 Challenges of Large Data Visualization
The meaning of large data evolves with the advancement of hardware technology. According to a survey by Winter Corporation, data volumes are doubling annually [12]. By
large data, we usually imply data that are multivariate and contain so many records that
can not be loaded into main memory at once. Large relational data have the following
features: (1) they reside on the secondary memory and are usually managed by database
management systems; (2) they are in the relational format, and thus are usually assumed
as sets of points in high dimensional Euclidean space; (3) they are often collected from
multiple sources and are distributed; (4) they are often augmented with new data records
and are growing in size.
Large relational data may be high dimensional i.e. a few hundred. One way to deal
with the high dimensionality of data is to project high-dimensional points to points in low
dimensional space [20]. Data compression and dimension reduction techniques reduce the
dimensions but the number still remains large. The projection can be linear to provide an
intuitive view or nonlinear to emphasize certain features. Linear projection is characterized
by an n x m projection matrix that orthogonally transforms nD points into m-space where
m < n. The dimension m of the destination space is usually two or three, so that the
geometry can be perceived by human eye. There are an infinite number of possibilities to

2

project high-dimensional data onto lower dimensions. Finding interesting projections is an
issue in multivariate data.
For large data sets, loading the entire data set into
memory are no longer valid. Yet users have she same de

mory and

ng in

nteraetivit

onse

time as they have for small data sets. To address this issue, visualization techniques need
to work closely with database techniques. However, visu

ploration

eans

a straightforward database application So visual explor

arge relati

leads

Tactions g

iy facilitate

to fundamental challenges to databases as well.
Cognitive and perceptual visual techniques combined •'< '
of analysts, decision makers, scientists, and engi

. Performance, -e. dabil-

ity, levels of interaction, and support for panning, zooming, picking and brushing are some
comparison parameters that are necessary for interactive visualization tools. These metrics
become crucial when the data is large. Thus, performa

fflciency

tions

diminish which makes rendering burdensome to users.
Many visualization techniques have been developed to display data consisting of more
than three dimensions (discussed in Chapter 2 in detail)

hese tech

ovide

a tractive tools to explore small to medium sized data, t ey «come inadequate o provide
most of the comparison parameters in the case of large data. Large data sets pose fundamental challenges to visn.a! data exploration in the follow

ts:

1. Memory limit: The basic assumption to load the entire data set into memory and
process in memory is no longer valid, while users have the same demand for interac-

tivity and response time as they have for small data sets.
2. Display limit: The limited display space is not big enough to display large data
sets. Large numeer of data records cause occlu ; < - •:: clutter wh i males the
interpretation difficult.
To address memory limit, visualization techniques needt
agement systems

o deal with tamo data sets.

sely with

man-

echniques

con-

sidered, or rather, have no need to consider the requirement on databases in the exploration
of small data sets. Current exploration tools provide basic capabilities, such as query and
search of data records in memory, but provide very lit

port these

ns in

backend databases. In a typical scenario, a user selects an interesting subset of data and
decides to view more detail and consequently an SQL data aggregation query is issued to
i] ie backend database. The cost of such an operation is of

bitive for i i r a01 o data

exploration.
What techniques to use on visualization clients is important under shadow of the above
rotations. Visualization of large data requires a larger d
tation. A pixel of a vi

isplay device is perhaps the

athathas

limi-

omiealm

esent

a data record. For a small data set, therefore, scatterplot is an excellent metaphor for visualization. The ability to draw scatterplots is a common

many dat

ation

tools. However, scatterplot loses its effectiveness and oeoaaHs: occurs as

er of

data records becomes large.
These limitations not only make the visualization difficult but also sup orted interac-

tivity operations and their performance on client visible.: as fade a

1.3

Density-based Methodology
limitations discussed above indicate that large ocauonal data r iaeir raw \o a; re

rarely appropriate for direct visual presentation. Instead of displaying individual records, a
system should transform large amounts of data into

;hat faci

isual ex

i on

and analytical understanding. We propose a new data representation to deal with some
of the m i'i',iicd issue:; and limitations. Density-

method

s a tec

to

generate a compact representation of large data. Visualization and analytical too is present
a density function of data to agglomerate. This form of compact representation makes it
much easier to understand and analyze large data. It ases aiultires

data ag

on

(MDA) as a common representation of data between relational databases and visualization
tools (Figure 1.1). Daia aggregated at multiple re,

!

ns are s

n intern

es

of a partition-based high dimensional tree index. The new representation exhibits some
vantages. First, a piggyback ride of aggregated

pports

. •erview-and dvill-

\
Large data

Aggregation

Figure 1.1

j

MDA

J.

—v\

Visualization

J

New Data Representation

down data aeccss patter i! for interactive d;ita explor:;:io-i. Second. ; • • built-i

joort

for visual interaction and data scalability. Third, existing visualization techniques can be
extended to process this representation with a little effort

5

Density-based methodology has additional advantages. It displays density representation instead of individual points. Resolution of density representation is defined as the level
of its detail. Dep-

:

the resolution size of densi

ntation is

aller

man ihe size of the original relational data. This reduc

mputation

data

visualization on the client. In addition, it reduces the traffic burden on network connections
between visualization client and database server, and be

tabase serve--, managing

distributed data sets.
Likewise, density-based representation of data provides support to preserve the privacy
of individual dat

In multi-user environments,

issue in analytica

ition. Density representations

'

preservati
nbeorga

'

rious
hier-

archy of resolutions. Therefore, resolution gives a new dimension of privacy preservation.
Permissions can be given to each user to access the data till a specific resolution. In this
way, density-based

ntation of data restricts acce

vidual dat

and,

therefore, preserves the privacy of individual data records.

14

Overview-and-drill-down and Multiresolution
Overview-and-dnll'-ciownisamethod for interactive ''iseai exploration, s is s v.ewing

operation to navigate from overview to the more detailed view (drill-down). The drill-down
process may continue until individual data records are accessed if the user has permission.
Density representadee.s ai multiple resolutions facilitat

-down Op- inin-n. Such

density representations should support user interactions across different resolution levels.
The user must be able to change between these levels in a way that is easy to understand

and track. Such an operation is prohibitive for interactive data exploration if not supported
by a backend database.
Kecent advances in data warehousing and OLAP hav
as (lain cube, slice and dice, and iceberg queries, whic

ed new o
y

such

nefit data -asuaii. ation.

However, these operations are not enough to prepare data for interactive data exploration.
While ihese operators arc useful to aggregate data on sub

ariables, th

sup-

port data exploration operations such as zooming betwee

t resolutio

ctive

exploration operations such as panning, zooming, picking and brushing require special
database queries that arc beyond the capabHiiy of curren; da; i b s s which ar i'-ad ii "anally
optimized to acce

cord by record,

Data aggregation is supported to aggregate data records into groups and to present the
groups in a summary form Aggregation functions (count sum minimum, maximum etc.)
arc; wcl 1-defined in SQj,. Each group is characterized by

values of

rega-

tion variable and represents a hyper-rectangle in the high dimensional space. Groups can
be further aggregated into bigger groups to have multiresolution data aggregation. This
process effectively builds a hierarchy of niulbresolution

regations.

. :• blem

is how to organize these aggregated data according to their scopes and resolutions. This is
not supported in traditional database management systems.
R-tree [15] and its variations have been widely use
However, multivariate i da needs high di
agement systems also lack this requirement.

ional ind

x one dim

data.

aditional

man-

1.5

Summary and Dissertation Organization
Interactive visual data explorations expose challenges to both data visualization and

database systems,

side, there

nsofbilli

a records

rthe

screen. On the other side, database management systems are inadequate for overview-anddrill-down data access for interactive data exploration. Existing visualization techniques
have to be extended ana JCW techniques have to be deve

ddress iss

erae-

Hve visual exploration.
In this work, we suggest the use of a density representation instead of individual data
records as a data interchange mechan

endataba

ualization

sup-

port the overview and -end-down da

pattern, r

data are a

into

density representations and are organized in multiple resolutions. To organize the data agd at multipie resolutions, we propose ! apiggybac

egateddat

' ernal

f a high dimensional tree index. Visual interacti

as zoomin

ning

can therefore be performed by index-only queries that visit the aggregated data in internal
nodes of the tree index.
emonstratc the rvisibility of this approach, we h

oped a so

1 for

interactive visual exploration of large relational data. Three existing visualization techniques are implemented. Scatterplot matrices and parallel coordinates are extended and
integrated to accept

^solution data ;i«i»legations fr

rver, whil

print

splatiing are implemeniee. to accept binned data. On the a a ase side, we used a ao<.lifted
kdB-tree [81] data structure as an external high dimensional index to organize multireso-

ration data.aggregations, to support visualI browsing

ooming

o facilit

ge

ummar

related

t on

queries for user visual interactions.
This wok is organised as follows In Chapter '>. v

both data visualization and database for handling large relational data. As needed, a few
sections wifnin other chapters also contain more abo

r work.

Multiresolution data aggregation brings technical challenges for long-term research in
data visualization, database, and data mining. Chapter 3 describes the rationale and basis of muiti resolution data aggregations, in addition

ussing

mensio

ex

structures and point access methods. We focus on point access methods and particularly
analyze a kdB-tree. Thee, the cascade split problem

ribed in

apter.

Chapter 4 explicates design and implementation detail of the data aggregation tree (DAiree) in winoa we organi e the multidimensional data

ations. ••

rietye n i i'ng

the mechanics of underlying external memory access,

ucidate •••;••< pitting alg« iihms

to address the cascade split problem and investigate strengths and weaknesses of DA-trees.
We compare the interna: design of the DA-ttoe with

B-treei • •• entation

' IE

to address some issues such as reduced fan-out and performance after a piggyback ride of
data aggregations into internal nodes of a high dimen

tree ind • •.

Chapter 5 focuses on our client-server visualization architecture. The server, KDBMS,
is discussed in great detail

ding how to build and • i,

ont densiiy-bascd aggregation data to the visualizati

igeaDA

ndhow

> » s-

r, nts. On

ent sid

e-

velop a visualization software (mVis) to extend existing visualization techniques to accept
::i<; proposed data representation as their input. mV
9

stitutes

i otprint

ng

with grand tone, density-based parallel coordinates, d

based s

lot mat

.•'., end

their partner visualizers for record-based input. The two-step bootstrapping and splatting
processes are delineated along with the root print spl =

isualiz

Also, sp

n-

formation about the user interfaces and visualizer interactions are outlined in the remainder
oi thecha
Chapter 6 outlines our design of mVis framework, which is a dynamic, flexible, and
extendible visualization framework. The design patterns used, the components and the
linking moenanism for interconnecting them are dis

Also, ••;•<•• i monstra

it

is easy to develop and integrate new visualizations with the provided templates and the
toolbox objects.

Chapter 7 disseminates our findings from the aforementioned client-server tool. First,
performance m
' formation is collected from experim
thetie date ie presented. Then, visual analysis and r

real w

ta sets

n-

ntation

aggreg

in

r contri

of our

in

multiple resolutions are illustrated.
In Ch; pier 8, we present overall contusions an

addition to future enhancements and research directions of the described density-based
representation and archirecttire.
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CHAPTER 2
RELATED WORK

Visualization •>

i rial data has been extensivel

[61]. M M - < iv.q Ues

such as scatterplot, scatterplot matrices [8], parallel coordinates [55J, stick figures [79],
dimensional stacking |oo| and virtual world !36] haveb

pedtodis

with

more than three dimensions. Data visuali/adon system

o been d

using

these techniques. XmdvTool [100] is a tool that integrates scatterplot matrices, parallel
coordinates, star glyphs, and dimensional slacking by lii kec bashing. Vis

ation

of daLa clusters is supported in systems like 1 ID-Eye [52c
In order to deal with large data sets, the above techniques were often augmented with
hierarchical multiresolution techniques, usually with some degree of interaction and navito convey

ed information Fekete [38] d

one millio

cords

with a pixel-oriented technique without any aggregation. However, most large data sets
contain much more than one million data records. Wong and Bergeron [ 107] described the
construction of a rmjci involution display using wavelet a

tions. We-aca c j Luo

[ 102] developed another approach which suggests overplotting translucent data points lines
so that sparse areas fade away while dense areas appear emphasized. Fua and Ward [41 ]
proposed a density-based hierarchical parallel coordinat

which is

md-

vTool Jo visualize agglomerative data clusicrs generated

ring algo

ch as

Birch [116]. Stolte, Tang, and Hanrahan [25] extended Polaris [88] to visualize multidiiiena'c ;nal data culxs where data values iricichdimensio
:I

nizedinto c '

hical

tree structure. The multi-scale visualization was further extended in [26] to support multiple zooming pafhs.
Ni )votny 75! proposed the use of clusters and vissalab

ction

due

volu

f

information by reducing the level of abstraction. In [1081, Yang et al. used "Value-Relation
Display", which is a pixel-oriented technique, where eacn -imension is represented oy a
glypii at a Muifi-dimciisional Scaling (MSD) gco rated

tion '• D wrr::i pres w s

the relationship between variables. Values of data in each dimension are mapped to pixel
colors and displayed in a corresponding glyph. ' lowever, in large ata sets, many values
of a dimension map to the same pixel within a plyeh he a • occl

n occ •'.-: and r=«> d

of interaction fades away. Peng et al. [76] presented "Dimension Reordering" to reduce
clutters. The approach orst de'ines a visual cluiter measure for a seecte visualization
technique and, then, determines an optimal order

men

s whi

inimo s the

1

clutter using an optimal ordering algorithm.
One way to visualize high dimensional data is to linearly project t! e data into 3D space.
There are an unlimited number o!' possible proje

ns and

is im

ant t 1 dint e -

ing ones. "Projection Pursuit" [40] finds a sequence of projections in maximizing a userdefined measure by following a path with the steepest graeients. Projections produce
projection pursuit can bo further rendered with eeuueth tra

tion

y

' one < < noth

y

using grand tour [11], which interpolates intermediate projections along a geodesic path
frorn the source projection to the destination projeetion.

dim

nal

proje

n

and grand tour were implemented inXGobi [90].
"Volume Rendering" is reconstructing an image from the object space to the image
12

space, by computing contribution of each element (voxel) in data set to image. Several
techniques were developed [29, 106, 103]. In Westover's "Footprint Splatting" [103], the
age is generated by computing, for each voxel in
tion to the final image. The algorithm works by virtually

me data se

tribu-

ing" the v

o the

image plane. In this process every voxel in the object space leaves a footprint in the image
at will re

e object.

nd Tour a

e Rendering were combined i

1 [110,11

alize

large data. The idea is to aggregate the data into high dimensional data cubes, project them
iMo 30 and pursue a grand tour, and finally render usin

print spla

problem with this approach is that it does not support mu

ion data e

ajor

For analytical visual representation of multi-dimensional data, parallel coordinates is
one of the most intuitive and broadly used visualization technique. Man descendants
«f the original technique have been proposed. Johanss

I develope

d of

cluster-based parallel coordinates to reveal cluster structures by using high-precision textures [58]. In another related work [57], 3D clustered multi-relational parallel coordinates
used io show the

ip of a selected dimension (f

nsion) ag

other

dimensions. Theisel made the most of space between adjacent axes to reveal/encode more
information and replaced straight lines with perturbed lines [93]. In [45], the "crossing
problem" was addressed by drawing smooth curves acr

es to alio

data point and a quadric or cubic middle axis selection

ied. Fane

"

of a
d

] in-

troduced "Parallel Glyphs" which combines parallel coordinates and star glyphs to benelit
advantages of both in reducing clutters. 'They also appli

!

cales as ter! :

ps to

glyphs to improve readability of the images.
Data exploration requires database support. Among relational database queries, "Data
Aggregation Query" is particularly useful to prepare aggregated data for visual exploration.
Since few data records may not create any noticeable visual effect in the visualization of
aggregated data, we are often interested in dense data aggregations in which the number of
data records exceeds a certain threshold. Such dense data aggregations can be prepared by
issuing an "Iceberg Database Query" [35]. Iceberg query addresses the issue of counting
to estimate the number of data records. Methods to compute iceberg queries with complex measures [99] or non-monotone measures such as average [48] have been proposed.
Parallel algorithms have also been studied in [73].
Another influential development in data aggregation is the "Data Cube Operation" [46],
which can be logically thought of as the union of all data aggregations. Each is obtained
by grouping on a subset of all aggregation variables. For visual data exploration, a data
cube operator provides data aggregation in high dimensional space as well as further aggregations in lower spaces. This is useful in exploring interesting subsets of data variables.
Efficient algorithms for computing data cubes has been a topic of active research with many
interesting approaches proposed. However, the data cube operation is fundamentally different to multiresolution data aggregation required in interactive visual data exploration. The
former aggregates on subsets of data variables and the latter aggregates data at different
resolutions on all applicable variables. Data cube operation does not answer the question
of how to aggregate data at multiple resolutions nor how to organize the aggregated data in
hierarchy.
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Many visualization tools integrate traditional backend databases. In XmdvTool [32],
precalculated information is stored with the data and then fetched recursively using caching
and

hen, the recursive siep isremoved[74] by mov

nteractions

to a

tructure during precomputation. USD [59] fi

o store and

retri

ddata. GODI

I'.) i <
. ,••• orkisastand-

p

library that

provides I/O optimizations and a data management interface for clients. IDEA [77] is an
integrated set of tools to support interactive data analysis and exploration. Stonebraker
et a!, devised a user interface system for database support of s

• izations in

Tioga, i'89]. Components are put together into s recipe and mu ,
and op

buffering,

provided.

In database, to speed up the search for point and region queries, many access methods
are proposed. In [42], Gaede classified them into point access methods (PAMs for multidi

ts) and spatial *

(SAMs for ot

ing spatial

extensions). Among PAMs are the following tree types: kdB-

-tree [51],

Bkd

• ,

IB-tree [44], BVree ] 39], hi utree [68], and

y

6]. R-Tree

[47],R*-tree [16], X-tree [19] and non-partition methods such as M-tree [27] are SAMs.
Designing access methods in high dimension is difficult, because there is no total orderi

es spacial proximity. However, some soluti

o maintain

the

are close in higher space, aire close in lower

esearchers

inve

ordering methods to nap from a discrete high

pace into a

linear order. A dimension reduction technique, for instance, simply maps or reduces multidimensional data into one-dimensional data to take advantage of the worst-case properties

of B-tree [15] indexing. GIMP [115] and space-filling curves [82] (i.e. Z- ordering [56]
and UB-tree [14]) are some examples of reduction techniques. Yang et al. proposed a
liinmrrhical dimension reduction for high dimensional d

9] to redu

CHAPTER 3
MULTIRESOLUTION DATA AGGREGATION

3.. I

Introduction

In this chapter, we will describe multiresolution data aggregation in detail. After giving a brief explanation about the data access methods and high dimensional indexing data
structures, we wi

more information about the

structure

)that

we have used to piggyback the aggregation in our implementation.
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Description

Large relatio

in the raw formal of individu

are inad

data

sources for interactive data exploration. There are two concerns: (1) what is the proper data
representation between databases and visualization tools in order to interactively visualize
iargc relational data; (7) how to support the <ypical ove.-v.ov- d-drill-do

ccess

pattern and how to combine it with traditional range queries for interactive data exploration.
In this section, we introduce multiresolution data aggregation to address the first concern
and wc propose d

gation tree, which piggyback,

olutionda

ation

onto internal nodes of a partition-based high dimensional tree index, to facilitate database
queries of the second concern.
in order to resolve; the conflict between user interac

large relat

and

the inability to scan the data set in real time, we sugges

ensity re

on of

data as an intermediate data interchange mechanism between database and visualization
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tools. The following lines will address some of its advantages. In addition to efficiently
supplying data to visualization tools, a density representation of data is more friendly to
human visual perception than a 1

individual rec

facilitates visual data exploration

nderstanding.

Ore obvious advantage is tha

smaller size t

fore, better

g

1 relational

data. The number of records in the density data depends more on resolution than on the
number of records in the original data. This makes data visualization scalable to the size
of toe original data. Furthermore, many density data records ar

ting fewer

original data records than a predefined threshold. Depending o

ue is used

to visualise the data, those thin density data records could be ig

hey hardly

contribute any noticeable visual effect to the final visualization. These features of density
representation greatly reduce the computational cost of data visualization. In a client/server
setting., these features also help to reduce data transfer time betwe

ation client

and the database server. Another advantage ef die density repre

ta is that it

provide;s support to preserve the privacy ol'. i. • i ual data record;.

onisanew

dimension for privacy preservation: permissions can be granted to each user according to
data resolutions. Thus, a density representation of data enables the granting of permission
to each user to access the data till a specific reso! ation and, theref <•
of in

••• 'heprivacy

ecords.
ce of visual data exploration is overview-and

irst, a user

asks for an overview of the whole data set. Once the user finds an interesting subset of the
data, the user will drill down into that subset and render it at a more detailed resolution.
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This process may continue until individual data records are retrieved or until the user has
reached his or her permitted resolution. To facilitate overview-and-drill-down, density represe

a should be available at multiple resolutions.

be able to

chas

ese resolutions in a way that is easy to unders

Unless the

aggr • i I. : i : ,,' • pre-computed, ho we ve r, such a user interacti

fers the un-

derlying computational requirement from the visualization client to the backend database
and, while addressing network traffic issues, does little to enhance visual interactivity.
HI

I. i -M' •• tabases, density data are prepared through da

queries. A

data aggregation query puts data r

ups and applie

unctions to

each group. Aggregation function

ned in SQL. Ea

aracterized

by a range of values of each aggregation variable and, thus, represents a hyper-rectangle
in high dimensional space. Data aggregation is an expensive database operation which
often involves sorting and merging of data records. In order

time user

interaction, aggregated data should be pre -computed and Stored ;e :Ie :•; ;.'•' • -so. This is a

compi5i:atiooally expensive database operation.
However, data aggregations can be organized into a hierarchical structure based on data
resolution. One problem is how to store these aggregated data so that they can be efficiently
accessed by visualization tools. D<
meti:•>>!'",'
founw i

i

ysin[42]and[6]) io ss

•>• i ion-based high di men si'

few years, we ha

data access

ultiresolution

n. We have

e index offers

hide to or-

ganize and piggyback the data aggregated at multiple resolutions, provided that the data
have been aggregated according to the regions represented by internal nodes of the tree

index. We have further found that major database problems (multiresolution data aggregation, optimization of range queries and other interaction-driven user queries) in visual data
exp

i n

Sue i

•!

properly answered by index-only queries on si-

g structure.

ias two functions:

1. Organize multiresolution data aggregation
2. Accelerate high dimensional range queries issued by user interactions.
We '

:

. dex a.dataaggrKKJ:tion ire.1» supports visual

wel

U-down, as

es.

3.3 Briefly Access Methods
Database and algorithm communities have spent considerable time on management and
access methods of multidimensional data Complex structures such as lines rectangles,
poly1- •. > < input and outpu
sive ii'ii

r.

s in Relational

which are com
agementSyste

ore expennt dynamic

structures are necessary for insertions, deletions and updates. For large data, in-memory
algorithms are inadequate and major modifications for existing ones are inevitable. Thus,
large multidimensional and spatial data management demands I/O efficient external memory algorithms. Vitter in [97] provides a comprehensive descrip

and imple-

menuiiion o 'exiemal memory algoi ulims ami analysis of parallel

DM). Since

spatial proximity is not preserved in multidimensional data ordering, application of traditional database indexing to multidimensional data is difficult. In spatial databases, there

is no standardized spatial algebra or query language like SQL. However, there exist special spatial queries such as exact match, point, range or window, intersection, enclosure,
adjacency, and nearestneighborho •' •.:!
A tree index provides a hierarc!'

•' • ' • m

on of data, whe

ranges of d; M and leaf nodes poin. i • • i <• . . i< • data records. O

i

.

s represent
orage, tree

nodes are organized into disk blocks for the purpose of efficient I/O operations. B-tree [15]
and its variations have been widely used for one dimensional indexing. It has excellent
wor

es such as logarithmic cosi ol exact-match se

guar

m space occupancy. The high dimensional in

as t

xing structure on sceonciucy sorage for high d

height, and
is defined
a such that

the structure should be symmetric on all dimensions and should preserve the same set of
worst-case properties of the B-tree. This problem has been studied extensively for over
thirty years and has been widely recognized as one of the persi

f computer

science; [7! ]. Many multidimensional data access methods have

However,

none has succeeded in preserving al! I •• • ' rees worst-case

ata access

methods are categorized as spatial (SAMs) and point access methods (PAMS) by Gaede
and Giinther [42]. Structures in SAMS are to search for lines, and polygons in spatial
data

structures are to sea

nd may not sup

overlaps as n; spatial methods.

7.1

closure, or

.

HighDi

allnde

kdB-tre

We perceive relational data as distributions of points in high dimensional space. For
solution d

ation, it must be guaranteed

y once at a give;; (solution. Therefore, the high

data pom

gated

onal index

h we

choose to piggyback data aggregations must meet all of the following requirements:
i. ft is a Merareh:c;i!«lata structure in order to carry

utiondata r->c-c: cons

2. It provides a point access method (PAM) instead of a spatial access method (SAM)
3 Regions represented by sibling codes are disjoint w

ther(nop

unted

more than once)
4. A region represented by a node is totally covered by the union of regions of all of its
child nodes (no point is missing).
There exist a few partitioned-based PAMs on secondary storage, which comply with the
above requirements. These include kdB-tree [81], LSD-tree [51], Buddy-tree [86], hB-tree
168 j, and Bkd-trec |Sf)< (see Appendix A (or a summary
'•••'. n the in-iricnio y kd-tree [171 index structure.

disk-base
!

chosen k

s are
s our

primary data access method for its simplicity and its direct extension of the kd-tree.
A kdB-tree is basically a hard-disk implementation

-tree, whi

ight-

'•>;;umee,d binary tree where each interna! node partition

er-rectang

ented

by the node along a particular dimension. It improves I/O efficiency by storing multiple
icd ice nodes in o

'

lock. Unlike Bine, however,

e does no

ethe

minimum page occupancy. Each page stores a splitting domain variable d. A page splits
around a value of the domain d. The new pages have the splitting variable set. There are
different strategies for splitting: cyclic, priority, adaptive, rando

Figure 3.1
:•!•!'[.

An Example kdB-tree: 2dB-tree

I ''lirtrates an example kdB--trix where k is two and

Eaei

B-tree represents a hyp<-:r-reoi angle in high d

be s

le disk block. Each non • leal disk block cont n

'

' '

isapplied.
ce and can

i

»n of block

pointers (each of which points to another disk block) that partition the hyper-rectangle into
smaller hyper-rectangles. Each leaf node stores a set of individual data points (records).

3.5

g Split Problem

The <y'-u,tfial kdB-tree suffers from

g split problem

a insertion.

It occurs as a trade-off of keeping the

height balanced.

k becomes

full and a new entry is inserted, kdB-tree splits the block into two blocks in such a way that
both contain similar numbers of child nodes. If an internal index block splits, then a split

partition

Figure 3.2

Partitioning a kdB-tree Node (adapted from [39])

may cascade to the daid nodes and cause the chili c-^estos

eeFrji ••• .2)un . i ie

leaf nodes are reached. As a result, it causes unpredictable performance of data insertion
and does not guarantee minimum occupancy of i

al bio

, ow st

utiliz • - .

The manner in which a splitting domain and a domain value are selected depends on the
split

trategy. Many variation and

ation

B-tree

ropos

addre

e

problem, such as hB-tree, LSD-tree, Buddy-tree, KDBKD-tree [114], and perfect kdB-tree
[67].
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CHAPTER 4
DATA AGGREGATION TREE

4.1

ion
in this chapter, we will explain technical details and provide is •

ation about

the data structure of the data aggregation tree (DA-tree) as a variant of a kdB-tree. Also,
the organization of multivariate data aggregations with the DA-tree is analyzed. Splitting
strategics,. to avoid the cascade splitting problem, are presented tee.
implemented using t freely available temp
which provides an interface to externa.1 cneinory algorithms an

TPIE [96],
PIE comes

with a kdB-tree implementation, which we also investigate here. At the end, we compare
both of the implementations based on the allocation of data structures for data aggregations.
In this chapter, wo used block and node interchoogeably because a <<•.>• •• .•:< •<.•) i dextreeis
stored as n block on the disk.

4.2

regation Tree

In order to piggyback the data aggregation information, we have revised the internal
structure of kdB-tree blocks and called the new tree structure a DA-tree. Figure 4.1 illustrates the structure of a non-leaf block in a ' A-tree. Each •.•••••

contains a

header (inlb) and a body (elements) section.. The header contain:-:

of a hyper-

rectangle represented by the block. It stores the low and high vaiues on each dimension
of the hyper-rectangle and the number of sub-regions (elements). The body encodes a bi-

•*- Info -**
f*perrectangle
ranges

Elements
internal
node
(dim.val)

o o e

Leaf node
(ptr, aggre. vats)

O O O

0 0 0

"

Figure 4.1

•
Internal
node
(dim,vai]

Leafnode
(plr.aggre.vals)

Leafnode
(ptr.aggre.vals)

•

•

<>

V

Format of Non-leaf Disk Page

nary kd-tree. Each non-leaf node of the kd-tree partitions the hyper-rectangle it represents
into two smaller hyper-rectangles represented by its two child nodes. The non-leaf node
has the format of (dim, val) which records the partitioning (splitting) dimension and the
partitioning value. Data aggregation values are kept in leaf nodes of the kd-tree. Each
leaf node represents a hyper-rectangle and has the format of (ptr, aggregate-values), where
ptr is a block ID pointing to a disk block of the DA-tree representing a hyper-rectangle.
Aggregate-values represent a list of data aggregation values and they are COUNT, SUM,
MINIMUM, and MAXIMUM of all data records within the hyper-rectangle. The kd-tree
nodes in a disk block are stored in a compact preorder format. Pointers between kd-tree
nodes are not stored in order to save space. Thus, it yields maximization of the fan-out
(number of sub-regions) of non-leaf blocks of the DA-tree. Because the kd-tree is a binary
tree, the number of leaf nodes is always one more than the number of non-leaf nodes.
The hyper-rectangle range information, stored in the header of each block, can be computed top-down using the header and partitioning information contained in the parent block.
Data aggregation values in a block in contrast to the information can be computed bottomup from the corresponding aggregation values in its direct child blocks. The user decides
which aggregation values are stored when building the DA-tree.
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To avoid the aforementioned cascading split problem 3.5, we adapted a splitting strategy
which is similar to LSD-trees. (1) When a leaf block is full and has to split, it splits at the
median value of all data records within the block along t

dimensio

yper-

reciuiigle it represents. Therefore, a lea!' block splits i

af blocks

equal

number of data records. (2) When a non-leaf block is full and has to split, it splits at the
rool node of the kd-trcc it contains. In other words, it sp

lowing th

. <• tition

of the hyper-rectangle "cpresented by she block. This s

rategy av

. ading

splits at the cost of creating an unbalanced tree. The strategy keeps hyper-rectangles in
a DA-tree as hypereubio as possible, which will help

lore data

resolution by visiting nodes at similar levels of the tree.

ata recor

'stent
•

• rted,

a DA-tree grows in a bottom-up manner.
A unique concern of DA-tree is how to update data a re ation values when new data
records are added. This is not a problem as long as the e

dexing star fere ;• Mains

static. A DA-tree is first loaded with data, and space is reserved at non-leaf blocks for data
aggregation values. Once all data records are inserted, data aggregations at non-leaf blocks
arc updated in a bottom-up manner. Aggregation values

block ca

uted

directly from the corresponding aggregation values in its child blocks. When a new data
record is inserted into a leaf block of a DA-tree, it updates data aggregation values in all of
its ancestor blocks. This works nicely for da! a insertiona

heexistin

cture

remains static.
In general, building a tree takes a long time for large data. To overcome this problem,
different bulk loading algorithms are proi

. Bulk-lo

o build th

men-

sional data index from its initial empty state. Some bulk loading algorithms and proposals
in the literature related to loading high dimensional indices of large data can be found in
- [30], [18
i i • bulk loadi

]. There are sore-based, buff

sample-ba

path-

of the bulk loadings are var

sort-base

ata is

sorted during a pre-processing time and then each tuple or record is inserted one by one.
Bulk loading could bo a problem for- partitioned-based

ensional

es of

large data sets. So far., most high dimensional bulk lo

hniques ar

ed to

dinginou

-' ' Nev-

build index trees with overlapping sibling nodes.
Due to Ihetmie rest action, we couldn't invest more o
ertheless, buffer-ire

oading discussed in [31] is w

stigating

ating

to the cost of extra buffer space. Also, another promising approach applicable to partitionbased tree indices is path-based bulk loading of [30]. It first builds an in-memory tree index
by us; ng a portion of data records. The in -memory index

ushed to d-

used

to classify the rest of the data records into buckets. The algorithm then grows the index by
recursively repeating the above process to each bucket.
Dynamic mai

of an index is another problem

mple, in aa nsaa opera-

tion, cascade splitting of nodes in the subtree causes an update of all aggregated information
of nodes. Overflow nodes, from insertion node to the root, require a lot of aggregated data
updates. In delete operations, restructuring of nodes trig

egate data a.xjaie again.

We are investigat

g statistic a afo i ation

ques to address these proble

of the data and by re-balancing the tree during regular maintenance.
massive lata sets, the number of the internal n

ws so lar

at it

doesn't fit into the mercery. Therefore, external memo; y algorithm o

d data sooe.^es

become a must when in-memory indexing data structures become inadequate to implement
a DA-tree

4.3 External Memory and TPIE
Secon

emory requires efficient external m

(EM) al

ms [97]

thms, b

mosto

it ow-

ing points have to be taken into consideration.
1. EM algorithms are not as simple as in -memory

• «ree

implementations are based on the assumption that internal indexfitsinto the memory.
For large data, this assumption doesn't hold.
2. Communication between internal memory and slower external memory is a performanee bottleneck. That is the reason behind

gorith

ch mini a < ex-

cessive I/O operations to improve the perform

. aching a

p efetchi ag p ay a

crucial role and I/O operations require careful programming.
Vitter et a! ! 98 j proposed the Parallel

Model

todesg

algori

. A

Transparent Parallel I/O Environment (TPIE) system [9] facilitates the implementation of
I/O efficion i programs. '

is a set of teanplated

and fu

written a;-: ;+.

It provides a programming environment for the development of EM algorithms and data
atwetures.

lowest L vol <>! the library i t h e bio

fer eng

TE) wh 1 >na-

nizes and accesses the disk blocks. It is based on a single PDM. As of now, BTE supports three disk access mechanisms: mmap (uses memogy maps' mma.\ () and munma > ()
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functions), ufs (uses system r e a d () and w r i t e () functions) and stdio (uses standard
I/O functions). Supported block operations are create, delete, read, and write. It is this
laye

nts functionality el a block collection. The to

appi

interface (AMI). It provides she services oft

pplieations

ollection class and its block lass. Among its

notions and

thro g

brary is the

interfaces are external memory algorithms (scan, sort, merge), I/O efficient data structures
(b-tree, kd-tree, kdB-tree, queue, matrix, point, etc.), and a cache for disk blocks in main
memory. As of now, AMI's cache manager use.- least recently

its caching

algoilsii.ni, :: However, it is extendable to derive new caching met

-study, the

TPIh librar/ comes with a kdB-tree implementation. Neverthel

,

nsiderably

reorganized the internal data structure to implement DA-tree instead of straightforwardly
affixing aggregations to internal nodes of the tree as we discuss more in the coming sections.

4.4

dB-treelmpi

r i

TPIE comes with an implementation of a kdB-tree [9] as a case study to show the
usability and performance of the library. In this section, we will summarize some structural
definitions of that implementation.
TPIE defines a kdB-tree class as torn pi ale eeiess c, sizeJ d> cl
Tin, k.JL; i.n;c. class is comprised of two biof:c collections of

plated col-

lection class AMI.collection for storing internal (non-leaf) nodes and leaf nodes as depicted in Figure 4.2. Both of the node classes extend AMI's templated block class of

10

KDBtree node

_J'
Nonr INFO

NODE INFO

11 1

1 1
LEAF INFO

KDBt

INFO

1
1
1

Figure 4.2

TPIE's kdB-tree Implementation

AMI block<E,I> where the template parameter E is th t
formation part (header) of a block. Each Nock is stored

f elements i d / ' the inical diskp ;. A egicai

page can be an integer multiple of a physical disk page of an OS. Users can set a logical
page coefficient through TPIE when building a tree. In this writing, when we use disk page,
we aiean logical disk page, not necessarily the actual OS

ge. The f

s the

declaration of the nodes:
t e m p l a t e < c l a s s c , s i z e _ t d>
KDBtree_node: AMI_block<region<c,d>,
i HKiplate<c

•:

.eiitree le.j

AMI'

'',

SiZe_i

kdbtree_node_info>

<

block<po.i

,d>,

kd

e a f inf<

Briefly, elements, E, of a leaf block are a set of d dimensional points of type c. The
Information part, /, contains the number of points inse

region, a

o the

next leaf (sibling) node and a splitting dimension for the next split.
Elements of a non-leaf (internal node) block are a set of regions of E and its information
/ co

ber of cbildre

rmation, and a s

sion. Each

region conuiins u d dimensional box which is called abounding b

subregion

which is a block ID, and the type of pointer (internal node or a le

.

unding box

keeps low and high bounds for each dimension. Initially all the dimensions are unbounded
and set to minus-plus infinities. That means the region is not split. When a region splits,
the

itting dimension ;i sei I he region on the sm

e split sets

a lag io indicate h; is high-bounded, while the oiher split sets its

e it is low-

bou

.

e information of an internal node. I lock contains t

u

e node and

the number of points stored in the subtree descending from the current node.
There are three different splitting strategies defined: cyclic, longest span, and random.
Both

ode and the leaf node apply the same splittin

method is

spec

r before building the tree He leaf node is sort

dimension

first

p . Splitting of an interna; rKxie, however, may

p

cascading

splitting problem.

4.5 DA-tree Implementation with TPIE
structure of non-leaf nodes o* the kdB-tree to
tree foi (Huluiesolution data aggregation, while, a kdB-tree spl.

posed DA•

sional data

space into smaller sub-spaces, we accumulate and compute aggregation functions for each
sub region. The new structure adds selected aggregate data, speeds-up the query fetching,

and reduces redundant aata to keep the fun-out of

f nodes ;e,i. ven aft.'.; .•tiding

new fields. Note that, in the coming lines, we used block and disk block interchangeably.
VK\ iT'-e

i

aode

,.,.

i INFO

1
I
1
•

1
1
•

•

a

LEAF INFO

I
1
I
•

•

Figure 4.3
Figure ^ 3 illustrates the internal

DA-tree
ation o

-tree. •:•• n-.c drawin

W« E

INFO and LEAF INFO fields are the information I parameter of the AMI template class
AMI_block<E,I>. The NODE INFO field keeps the number of subregions (children) and
the bounding /w* of the region. TheLlsAJ; INFOfisKJ .s ;, DA-tre

rvesth i-mier

of points inserted, the number of distinct points inserted, a pointer to the next block, and a
litting

si on.

Nondeaf nodes of a DA-tree exhibits an expanded kd-tree which is actually encapsulated in a very compact format, in the disk pa.p.e whos

ure is s

kd-tree in a non-leaf nodi*, is called an i ntornal kd-tre

ree).

• No

odes of an ikd-tree hold dimension
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ueofsp

• i

Figure -Id. < 'he

d,Val)p

• Leaf nodes of an ikd-tree maintain pointers (blockID) to other nodes (subregions) of
DA-tree and type of pointers (leaf or non-leaf). They also maintain aggregation data
of the subregions.
Subregions of a region (non-leaf nodes of DA-tree) are pointed or linked by leaf nodes
in a ikd-tree. The bounding box of each subregion is computed easily using the bounding
box of the current region which is stored in the NODE INFO. Starting from the root of a
ikd-tree to a leaf node, we cut (split) the bounds of the region on dimension d at value val
of (d,val) pair which are collected from each non-leaf nodes on the path.
Declaration of a ikd-tree in TPIE is not straightforward, because two different classes
(leaf and non-leaf) need to be stored in a TPIE block structure. However, as we described
before, a TPIE block is intended to store homogenous elements. That is, only one class
template parameter, E, is allowed to be stored. We solve the problem by assigning a 1-byte
(char) element to the E parameter of the class AMLblock<E,I> to claim all space left after
allocation of the information, /, part.
Reserved space of a disk block is utilized by encapsulating an ikd-tree in a compact
format. An ikd-tree is stored implicitly as an unordered binary tree [33]. By "implicitly",
we mean that the structure of an internal tree is recorded as compactly as possible instead
of explicitly recording all of the tree information like links of nodes in the tree. We called
writing an ikd-tree implicitly to the disk block "serialization". It writes a tree in preorder
to the reserved space in a block. It is an unordered writing of the internal nodes and leaf
nodes, that is, they are intermixed. All nodes are written sequentially to the reserved space
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preceded by 1 byte type information which indicates•.'•'a .. a leaf

-leaf no

-^ :he

ikd-tree. The very first byte of the block space allocated for elements E of a DA-tree
internal nodo is the type ait the root noa- ••: i «e intern i ece.
Obviously, a serialization needs reconstruction of the internal tree from the implicit
represent-.iion. We called this reverse process "de-

ation".

••• it read: u

erst

byte of E as the type of she root node. 'Then, it recursively builds : y reading the iee and
right children until reaching ikd-tree's leaf nodes.
A leaf n.xic of a DA-tree contains individual recerab

ts data

re is the ••• aa- as

the structure of a leaf node of the kdB-tree discussed in Section 4.4.

4.6 Sp

g in a DA-tree

Splitting high dimensional index structures may not be a clear-cut process. Especially,
an interna) node splitting may end up being caught by ••he pitfall of r:::,<v<ie splitt

c-

tion 3.5). So, splitting compels us to either avoid it happening completely or minimize the
performance uncertainty as much as possible.
Splittieg strategies of ihc TPIE's !•-' . -e are cy."ii<-, f-ngest sp.>--., nd rand

. a a

DA-tree, users can set different methods for leaf and non-leaf nodes, whereas in the kdBtree implementation they are the same.
For leaf nodes of a DA-tree, in addition to the aforementioned splitting methods, we
introduce e new one; a weighted longest span splitti

this spl •

users ce reign

a weight or a factor for each dimension of data before building a tree. During the splitting
of a leaf node (a region), the weight Wi for dimension •' (where % < d) is applied to the
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i*/i dimension span (sparii -=• inBound,

loBoundj)

f ther

i- 'sbou

box.'*'n- :,

the dimension with the longest span is chosen as the splitting dimension. The median
of the values is ill

.plitting value of the splitting

nsion H he sam

ues (

)

scatter around the median, another median is chosen which distributes the number of points
(records) as equally as possible to the splits. Th>..s„ ••raring t

• arch o

A-tree •:>• y

one child is followed. Otherwise, for equal-value medians, both left and right children of a
kd-tr

ed to be searched

AXXX
j
treen
af
® ikd-tree leaf
I I ikd-tree non-leaf

f ] ew n o
nod
O new leaf node

Figure 4,4

Roe -•.y.v-x.

In spi i iting ieternal node;-; of a DA-trce, we cho

splitti

thod t

oes noi

t

in the kdB-tree's implementation. As some other trees like LSD-trees and Buddy-trees do,
when a non-leaf node becomes full, it sp! its from its

split

is the

f a ik

We called it root-split splitting (Figure 4.4). In the figure, a new ikd-tree leaf node to be
inserted to the bottom left node causes •> a -it. Fire, a new no-

• creat

a new bio; >

is allocated (rightmost node in the figure). Then, the tree descending from the right child
of the root of the splitting node is moved to then
36

dew

e left

of th :• t

becomes the new root of the splitting node. After that, a new ikd-tree leaf node is created
which points to the new node created. This new leaf node is inserted to the parent DA-tree
node (top node in the figure) by splitting its ikd-tree leaf node which points to the split DAtree node. If the parent node is also full, then the root-split is applied to the parent node. If
the splitting node is the root of a DA-tree, then, a new node is created and it becomes the
new root of the DA-tree. The new root contains a 2-leaf ikd-tree which points to the split
regions.

(a) Root-split Splitting
Figure 4.5

(b) Adaptive Splitting
DA-tree Non-leaf Splitting Methods

The advantage of the root-split is that the cascade-splitting problem doesn't occur. Its
disadvantage is that the DA-tree is not hight balanced which depends on the order of insertion. However, we suggest an adaptive splitting method to reduce the effect of root-split.
The adaptive splitting splits a non-leaf node at an internal node of its ikd-tree instead of
strictly at the root. The worst case of an unbalance tree is when all splits happen to be
on the right most child of a kd-tree before a node becomes full. Then root-split builds a
DA-tree as in Figure 4.4(a) while adaptive splitting builds as in Figure 4.4(b). If the fanout
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of internal nodes i s / aac! the number o Heat' nodes is

anthen

ofinter

es

required for root-split is iVl = L — f + 1 which is approximately the same as the leaf nodes.
However, adaptive split;:!ng may yield N'.l •• = ~L bl

always

m the

ost

child. So, in such a scenario, adaptive splitting can reduce the number of internal blocks
created about a factor (*:], '"'• /) of it&fanout over ro

's block

As a resuit, splitting strategy affects number of no es, space utrrza ion, and t; ie ieight
of the tree. By reducing height of the tree, we increase search/query performance of a
DA-tree.
4.7

Discussion
In this action, we well compare the 1 -A-tree i

ntation ' < ai- TPIE's

ee

implementation if data aggregations were embedded.
Tobu

muMresolHtiondata i ; • tions, a

te data a a max, su

nt,

etc.) of each region have to be accumulated and stored. There are two alternative places
:o store the aggregate data. (!) Each region keeps it

gation '

nformai' >' aId.

(2) The pare at aodeof a region in the hierarchy store

ggregati

rmatioa i"-. Teach

sub-region along with its child pointer. Each method has its pros and cons. The former
ceduces t

ut of non-leaf nodes and leaf node

eas the

eaves t

ut

(capacity) of leaf nodes unchanged. The fanout of non-leaf nodes suffers significantly
more in the sceond one il'.an (hefirstone. However, •

s of sea !.

ry perf

e,

storing aggregations in parent nodes works much better because the selection of a region
based on any aggregation value is decided without issuina an I/O (read) operation to the
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disk. Reduced I/O increases query performance greatly. Thus, if the fanout of non-leaf
nodes is / , then / disk block reads are avoided. We applied the second approach to the
DA-

backed the aggregations !ji'leaf nodes of a ikd- <

'• • 'skdB-tree

couid. adopt both modifications but the first one would be easier io o '<••••
The '''!!• "s

B-tree keeps redundant information in its into a

.

h element,

E, of a non-leaf node has a bounding box for a subregion it represents. Thus, total space
used to maintain split and region information is spacel = 2 * d * / where d is the number
ofd

/ is the fanout«

node. In a DA-tr

INFO has

one

and each ikd-tr

he split inform

rnal nodes.

Total space lor bounding box and splitting information in a DA-iree is space

— (2 * d) +

2 * ( / — 1). So, our non-leaf node implementation with a ikd-tree gains d (f^ipj — d )
times more compact space utilization for bounding boxes than the TPIE's implementation.
i

•

I I,I

of i

r

-ious non-cascade spliitme, soategies with a

. '••.••• le because

ture.
ina y, a

-tree intrinsically embodies intermediate subregions, t us its resolution

levels or details for multiresolution data aggregation are high. At first, one might think
that the data resolutions are the children of the internal nodes (leaf nodes of the ikd-trec),
bee

gallons are sto

es. However,

e of a ikd-

tree

s a resolution level whose hounding box is

down from

the

aggregations ;re accunn 11;

from its childr

p. Thus, each

internal node of a DA-tree adds an additional fanout - 2 resolutions. On the other hand,
the generic kdB-tree tree, without ikd-tree used, only retains resolutions for a region that

/

rf

\

A.

L'U^VL
#

|—| licsion
IM-tivcnmi-k-af

»

#
ikd-trci-k.il
r~] ikd-rrcc noii-k.il
;i«-Liwmi(er

Figure 4.6

Resolution Levels of a Region

w node represents, that is, (he next resolution level w'
the Figure 4.7, while the kciB-tree noee W ithout i

' s childi

us, as n

has on y

esolutio

ed

region: 1 for the region and 9 for its children, the internal node of the DA-tree has an
additional 7 regions as shown on the right side of the
In conclusion, a DA-tree utilizes disk storage for internal index of a high dimensional
data structure efficiently and in a very compact wa
backed.
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CHAPTER 5
VISUALIZATION AND SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

introducts
Multiresolution data aggregation represents a new format of data for data visualization. Because data aggregations are stored in multiple resolutions at internal nodes of a
;.R:C structure, we can visually explore high dimensional' <•

kectiy ace

ernal

blocks along a cut of the tree. Existing data visualization techniques need to be carefully
evaluated for their effectiveness. An applicable visualization technique must be able to deal
wiih. high dimensionality, accept this new format of inp

• r;;. nd suppo

isr. -erec-

tions such as zooming, picking, and brushing to preclude incompetence of large data visual
analysis.
•tSMrVwi

mVis Cli
TPIE
Access Method Interface

K
D

»-,ii

>
C
Ne

.•Mr m
•

Disk

Figure 5.1

Eli

HiKla

Client-server Architecture

In this chapter, we wi:i introduce the architecture ••••* .

ient-se: as a-, ftware ••./.; -icv> 1-

oped to demonstrate the effectiveness and usability of the proposed density based methodology (Fi

I. On the server side, a simple mu

ded da

ageme

m

is created to manage high dimensional index structure of a DA-tree. We called it kdBiree Management System (KDBMS). Details of KD

and SQ

•

ificatio

- it

supports to query multiresotution aggregations will be poi red out.
On the client side, we created a visualization framework called mVis, which stands for
multiresolution visualizer, multi-dimensional or mu

isualiz

• alizatio

!

s

clients connect to the server over TCP/IP network to query KDBMS. In this tool, we have
chosen scaiisrplot, 3D footprint splatting, parallel CO'.

tes, and

rplot m

.as

our visualization techniques and integrated them with various interaction methods. We
extended

render metiresolution daJa aggreg '

leehnique , wc also ex

extendi HI

and sim

Inaddi'
of mV

thevisu '

on

integra

w

components to the framework.

'5.2 The; Server
The server of the architecture is composed of an input file, a melafont, TPIE library, and
KDBMS. K DBMS accesses to the external disk usin

ccess M

Interfa

I)

of TPIE to create and query created tree structures. An input rile and information about
the data (.aaualant) are tac inputs from Liic user to K

to buil

-tree, \ a> a-JB-

tree implementation is a DA-tree as described before, so we use 'kdB-tree' and 'DA-tree'
interchangeably unless otherwise specified through the text in this cha ter
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Figure 5.2
5 2.1 In

Components of KDBMS

t File

An input file is one of the core elements to build the tree. It contains the d—dimensional
data points or d-variable records. The structure of the input file is the TPIEs stream format.
'i'PTE cos'mw vvkh a dati generator too] thai converts ,

II files .•

AMLS

' M

output or generates new data stream files with random points. A TPIE stream is defined
a; "an ordered collection ol objects oi a particular i s

tored in

al mem \ and

accessed in sequential order." It is similar to creating any C++ stream except the data
piacedin a TP1H stream Hie is stored on the disk (se
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manua ; : ;aa ter4, f

eu^ls

[9]).
5.2.2

Metafont

Eniormation about r ho input data lo bui!) akdB-treei •>•• -.v.; nametafoa s-oha .meta
extension. A .meta file contains information about variables (columns) of an input data and
various specifications which affect building a kdB-tree and visualizations. In Table 5.1,
ition of ea

a metafont issued fled.

D
name
description
data type
precision
scale factor

domain min
domain max
vai • le type

sorted flag
' g
g
1
VCL flag

{valuename-label
pairs}

Name of the variable
Description of the variable
Data type of the variable in the input file. One of: text(T), integer (I), float (F),
d
N
digits after
oint for nu
bles
I
anoptiona
alizedinto
Factor*l] a
a this
option is the range multiplier for the mapping. Variables with larger ranges have
a high chance of splitting by longest span splitting. (default= 1)
Minimum value of the variable (default=0)
Maximum value of the variable (default-1)
T
variable. 0
following:
s: (quantit
eric
v , ...
suallymea
take on any
hinsomer
disci ell- (quantitative
variable. U
surements
rs
ordinal: qualitative variable. An ordering exists between the categories
nominal: qualitative variable. There is no natural order between the categories
Indicates if the data is sorted on this variable or not (true/false) (default=false)
If there are missing values in i.he data, repla
'th this val a
Length oJ- intervals if binning is enabled (fo
Value-name-label pair indicator.
0: no VCL pairs,
1: only value-name pairs,
2
me-label p.
0
CL pairs to
eringforn
o
rs is the or
variable.

Table 5.1

ariables on1 • r

ordinal va

der

t be modi

a tree

Format of a Metafont

Metafont is static; i n nature. Once aracialont is set, i

is built. As we explain laic:; optionally, KDBMS can l - A: trees b y - i < .•;> zing co ;••«--i^iies
of points (values of variables) from a domain range [domainMirii, domainMaXj] Vz where
i < d into 0. :-:caleFacU.rr.i * i] range. Thus inserti

ationm

ange th

in

range for earlier points inserted by changing the tree. This change invalidates normalization
of existin '

ions.

ution to address this r

roblem

minimum and maximum domain, is ihc assumptio

w valu

'

ut modi '
of the

he

g are

"outliers". They will be represented by a fixed minimum or maximum value in the database.
rise fixed nuiiber is a biffc) range froni iornain mi

omain

the var

So

lanatioi

i« e.

that, these outliers will be normalized and visualized by the visualizers.
ASCII fli

data gen

'vletafile

TRIE stream

•rfaci

TRIE Interfa

T
KDB-tree

figure 5.3

.Input Files oidu.; .rver

In Figure 53, data flow in building a tree are depi
45

clarify

data_gen is the synthetic data generator that creates AMLSTREAM tiles or transforms
plain text files. A stream file and a metafont of the input data are input to KDBMS. All
bset of point; of he stream make p the tree ba

e server s

d the

nt options

5.2.3 kdB-tree Data Management System (KDBMS)
OwtT/Jew

KDBMS is a data management system H> build, upd i u-<->' andperfo

• >:!>;: 'oper-

ations over a kdB-tree built using TPIE library. It is a light-weight system and similar to a
DBMS but lack a lot of basic functionalities i.e. buffer

nt, loggin

ency

control and locking, and transaction manager. It is a m

ded envir

mple-

mented in C++. The server itself is made up of templated classes like TPIE interface. The
number of variables, data type, and the list of variables
tenipiaJe parameters to the TPIE interfaec in compile ti

1 ggregatio

ed as

se in run

e are

many options that the user can set while building the tree. Some of the parameters are to
modify fan-out and splitting strategy for leaf nodes and internal nodes, logical disk block

Before inserting individual points, KDBMS applies pre-processing algorithms in sequence. Currently, it applies a data cleaning and a transformation. First, if a record conLa ins missing val

variables, they arc replaced

inetai'ont. Thus, p

es for replacement are import

missing values later.

erminedvoo

j mthe

ta validity or imcevering

Second normalization as a transformation in data

ation i

d to ea

rd

before insertion if the server's parameter is set. On visualizing data, various transformations
are applied to data in domain space to visualize it ins

ace. In

cases,o

are

modeled in [0,1] space. Thus, in visualization of large data, normalization adds-up to the
transform '

andco

onsont

card's memory. In orde to alleviate m

' nteithe '

mainm

or in its

cs

ation pr a , KDBM

ptional

a

normalized tree. For this purpose, each point in ri-dimensional domain space is normalized
into [0,1]

before inserted to the tree. Optionall

bles ca

apped t

I a er

span by specifying a coefficient for the upper bound [0, Cj\ (where i < d). In the later case,
only one division is needed to map the data iato visu

n's [0,

dinate s

Other pre-processing algorithms such as data cleaning, dimension reduction (PICA [60],
Isomer [921? discrimination can be injeced into pre

sing pi 1'

u>r orderin

algorith

a < 'applying miscellaneous da a prep

A user '
bles au

rf ce
ng

the process in KDBMS. The addition of such a dynamic feature is under consideration in a
aitureediiioa.
KDBMS interacts with TPIE interface to build and query a kdB-tree. The tree is stored
on the disk and TPIE provides read/wriic access to ido aisk. An

file as car -dued

above and its meta file (.meta) are input to the KDBMS to build the kdB-tree. Once a tree
is created, KDBMS loads it during its startup and starts listening to a TCP port for client
connection;;. An agent ;s dedicated for each connec-dois. Each a

rocesse

es

(range, point) from the clients and sends the results back to the requester over TCP/IP network. Figure S/l illustrates the internal design of K
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thatsh

comm

on

between different interfaces and threads. In the implementation, POSIX threads (pthreads)
are used. Threads require less overhead than "forking" or "spawning" a new process. That
is a basic reason to choose threads over processes to implement KDBMS.

Figure 5.4

Internal Design of KDBMS

KDB Interface
A level built on top of TPIE AMI interface to provide kdB-tree functionalities: built,
read, write, query, get tree information, etc. This object is shared by the agent threads.
Since our design allows querying only and no write (insert, delete) operations allowed to
the clients at this time, the threads do not conflict with each other and no deadlocks occur.
Future implementations will apply locking mechanism to allow concurrent updates in a
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dynamic setting.
Connection Manager
Connect »n manager is the main process which <; ; i other t! i

I and bui

ds

the kdB-tree. There are many options that can be specified on the command line. Most
cithern a

ctly passed to the TPIIHyyer to bui

ree. So

requir

e

KDB interface hence we have a connection from the console to the interface as indicated
in the figure above. Port number, meiaioiti file na

ximum :•• • ••. i. fanout,

nd

non-leaf block factor, maximum memory size for t e memory manager are some of the
options. The programming environment is a templated environment. That is, we need to
specify few options during ihc compile lime. Such a

umber

bles (o

er

of dimensions), whether the input has a data field (satellite data) or not, if the input values
v ill ben

edorno; Main process knits/load

-tree u

e com

ne

options. The first user command (below) creates a new kdB-tree and then loads it while the
econdli
Jkdb'iu

an existing kdB-tree (

> deno

tream -ot <outputStreanr> -M <

ions to

ided):

e>

./kdb -it <inputTree> -M <metafont>
After .cading a tree,

S creates a signaller

andac

thread (

> s-

cussed below). Then, the main process acts as a connection manager and starts listening
to the specified TCP port (default is 6000) foi conne i

When'

ctionree

;

r-

nves from a client, the connection manager creates an agent thread and continues listening
for new connections. It is the agent thread's job to communicate with the child after the
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connection is established.
Signal Manager
The signal manager is a thread created by the mam process o catc' a the signa s.
None of the threads after creating this thread recei

ysign

nlyone

adm

s

all the signals. This makes the multi-thread programming easier. The user signals from the
keyboard (i.e. Ctrii-Q, OS

Is and

rinte

areca

Depe

onth

e

of signal caught, the signal manager initiates a shut-down procedure as well.
Con

ana
Command
?
i

h
fill

i
m <limit>
M
P
u <file>
s <file>
V

show <bID>
els
b
x q

Description
disp
s help
exe
/S syst
mman
display all server options including TP1E options
update aggregate data in the tree
disp^
: n-ent c
tions'
ation
dele
query
file or
oggle)
display kdB-tree information
set max number of connections to the server
disp
etafont
d
prin
dB-tre
FS or
perform queries from given ASCII lile
store built and tree information to the lile
verb
w mo
cessin
r deta
the co
show in ormation or he bloc wi h given ockID
clear the console
buff
Its to fil before
g to th
ket(tog 1
Comm
shut
theKD
Table
of Co

Table 5.2

-

-

-

-

Commands List of the Console

The console manager is a text based command

proce

o inter i ith th: .'>:•••• •.

A separate thread, created by the main process, performs the tasks. The user can perform
server-side activities through this interface such a
50

ging e>/ server o

s, coll

and displaying kdB-trec information, executing SQ

ments,

ing cu

n-

nections. The current version of KDBMS is designed based on the assumption that the
k<iB-tree is static and there arc no deletions after bu

he tree.

fore, it

es

limited functionalities. Hence, the list of commands that the console manager handles is
minimal.

can be extended to have cj IJ1, user

ment fo

ity, perf

ce

tuning, and other DBMS functionalities in future releases.
This thread is responsible for collecting tree information through the KDB interface.
'Titible 5.2

ist of supported console commands:

Agent Threads
An ag

ead is like a tactor acting on behalf i

dent co

to the

to

execute the client's queries. In the KDBMS thread processing 5.4, the main process later
becomes the connection manager that waits for conn .•

<; fromt

ts. Who < i • w

connection comes in to the server, the manager creates a new agent thread. The agent
ead communicates with the client over' TCP pro

The ag

ds the ;M< ;.-u;nt

to the client during connection establishment and waits for the queries to execute. After
receiving the query, the agent calls for functions provided by the KDB interface. The
results are v.ciitento the socket of the a g e a n d sen

client.

he last

is

sent to the client, the agent waits for another request. This process continues until the client
closes the connection or :he server shuts down. In the 'an.; - ase, the >s. JS sends a .a -cage
to the client to close the connection. Thus, no open communication is left behind after a
server shutdown.. Details of the network messages an '•. "QLstat. •
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can be i a in

sections below.
5.2.4 Data Generator
TPIE has a data generator/convertor to create stream files to be used with the library.
It supports conversion of ASCII data files into TPIE streams. Also, it generates random
points in d dimension within specified domains ( ou

gb

so

gio > d Di

but

of random points CUP. be uniTonn or diagonal.

ddi

nto

se

hod we a edt

iuusterrd distribution techniques: Satellite clus

ng

ra

mc

ten

creates a cluster at the center of the data space on all 'men ' ns,
of smaller clusters are randomly placed U> the ieiersec ' n of h di

Th

sto

si a s .:•• ifie

um

sio

so th > it w'

create satellite clusters around the major cluster. The second algorithm is similar to the
first one except there is no center cluster and the location of satellite clusters arc randomly
generated. The radius of the center cluster and the satellite clusters can be specified from
the command line and can be different on each dimension. Also, some random points are
scattered arouiid to create noisy data in the dat,'set.
distributed to the clusters and noise data • sp
oi 'the si seof the data set. The; default da

ed

ype

va

data types can be changed as Ion;- s, it is the sa

for

3 Netw k
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ssa s a

rth

ore,

en

ber id poi

the

ma

line

ap

enta

ou

floa
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er,

les
of

'abl

SQL Sp fie on

Network Messages

Clients and the server of the architecture communicate over a TCP/IP network In the
application layer, defined custom message types guide the message interchange between
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the agent;; and die clients. Network message type

ed in t

em are ;e.-o;; in

Table 5.3.
ption
connec
close a connect
send a query with the type provided: only range
w) que '
is time
t metafo

Me
ode
NW
NECT
NW_DISCONNECT
NW.QUERY
NW.<5F.T_MEIA

a C 5.3

53.2 O

List o Network essage Codes

Format

There are three different formats of query results to be sent by an agent to its client:
ints, hyper-rectangles (volumes), or mixture of the

Thest .•

of each

et

is different and listed in Table 5.4:
Type
point
hyper-r i

mixed

••• I

Fields
<n-V) Vectorxlev •
<n-l) low\ector>
ghVecto
Daggre
level>
the same as hyper-rectangle except points have the same high Vector as
lowVector

5.4

List* ;• f Query R

rmats

The point formatting is used when all records are fetched from the leaf nodes while
the hyper-rectangle fo

used when all records

ched fr

non-le

s.

Otherwise, the last format is used which represents records from leaf-nodes (points) as if
they were h/jx-i rectangles whose high and low bou d
For a p<;int. query, leaf nodes are fetched from th

the sam
nddet

dividu a !:-c;.'ds

is returned. For a volume query, when a leaf node is accessed, its region information
(minimum and maximum of all points for each dime
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sahyp >

ngleis

d.

5.3.3

Resolution Levels

Internal nodes of a DA-tree constitutes multiresolution levels. There are different ways
to determine or distinguish resolution levels mor
example, esolutiori of a data hyper-re t

ningf

; n tree

le can be defined by 't geo

h leve.

r

t i meas a

by its data aggregate measure. A DA-tree is conceptually a binary kd-tree. A resolution
measure associates a function/(w) with

node

hekd-r

Theo

quirem si'

that f(v) is anti-monotone to the level of the tree, that is, f(vi) > f(vj) ifvi is an ancestor
node of v, in the tree. Given a particular resolution

hold r

define

C(r)

data aggregation tree as
C(r)

\v\f{v) < r and/(,;.• :r<nt(v))

C(r) can be intuitively envisioned as a '• i ontal

i

cross *••>••• -Jeta age<- uion tr<\-.

each path from the root to a leaf of the tree, there is exactly one node included in C(r).
The union of hypcc-rectangles representee! by all n-xes in C{r. is ihe wh s solume I '
position of C{r) changes smoothly as the value of r changes. The larger r is, the closer
the cen: is to the rooi of the tree; the smaller the r

e clos

cut i < • ;he leav;-.

the tree. To browse aggregated data at the resolution specified by r, we need to access tree
nodes in C(r). By changing the value of r, we ar

e to e

a das . i at di

resolutions. Zooming and drill-down are supported by changing the value of r. Because r is
continuous, we envision that changing r will provid

othtr

onsin

•'exploraiie' .

This process may continue until leaf pages are accessed and individual data records are
retrieved, given tin: permission to access ibese indi
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1 reco1

>

The fol lowing is the 1 tst of ways to dcii nc resolu

els.

a) Levels of the tree- This is the most natural way to identify resolutions. In this case,
the trnxirnum number of resolutions equals to '•'•••:. e ehtof th '••••• •••

b) Data Aggregation Measure: The number of data records, sum minimum, or maximuin-.if a dimension, and other aggregations st

nbeca

sforde

ng

resolutions. COUNT aggregates the number of points stored in a region. It can be
used o determine the hierarchical levels of the

ution be

e t is a m

ic

agglomerative information. The top most level is the highest in the hierarchy and is
the root of the tree that contains the number o

ints. L

esofth

are

at the lowest level storing only the count of inse e points a= t at node. Similarly,
sum, minimum, and maximum of values of a variable within a region can be used as
a resolution parameter.

c) Geometric Measure: This type of resolution considers monotonic decreasing or increasing geometric; measures to select data, su

olume,

;

•

. ium spa

x-

the ear

o-

imum span of a given variable.

d) Derived Measure: Oiher resolutions levels ca;

enerate

lution identifiers. Two examples are density and average. When data is accessed,
values arc compiled and then the selection erit-es supplied. •'••<••: utionsb

ty

are decided by the density of the hyper-rectangles. The density of a hyper-rectangle
is its volume divided by its count (the number of records) (density —
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vo1

"^).

The

densiiy of the root is normalized (.o \. Thus, d'usi
by (-^ofaurec^)-

of othe •<

nsare eaeapeed

Resolution by average computes average = ™

before

apply ng C(avera</i:) toeachhypcr-rcctangle.
A range query starts at the root of a DA-tree. The query region is then compared
with the hyper -rectangle represented by each node o ; i I •« •«ee. If t

rseet, t

ch

goes recursively to the block pointed to by the node. The search continues until it reaches
nodes in C(r), where data aggregation values are retrieved Since the DA-liee is not hei lit
lanced, some leaf nodes wiil be reached earlier th

r leavee

hs from

ot

to leaf nodes during the fetching. In such a case, whether or not to output the leaf node
depends

utput type of the query. 1''or volurn

hyper-r

erepre

by

the leaf node is outputted. In this case, the limit of a cut (r of C{r)) denotes a lower bound
(threshold) .'or level, count, sum, etc., thus hie union ;;• e -ions se

s equal e.: vvaele

region and no region is left out. For point and mixed queries, records stored in the leaf
node are selected if they fall into the query region. Consequently, data fetched from hyperrectangles or individual points are not located at the sae<e tree lev . h

it is an -.re'erary

cut in the tree structure.
Wesu

using the resolution level as anotherp e

/ measur

ataacces

rs

can be granted access to a resolution level and restricted beyond that limit for more dei;iil. Like so, only employees with appropriate cleara

viewi

others car see an overview to get an idea about the p

r distri

5.3.4

' '

alreco
f the d

SQL Specification

KDBM-S supports the following SQL syntax for
56

nd sele

ueries:

le

SELECT < f i e l d s > {TOP < r e c N u m b e r > }
FROM <tab'l.cNamo>
LIME] BY <.l. LmilOyOpt i.on>
WHERE ( < f i e l d N a m e > {IS} BETWEEN <minVal> AND <maxVal>
I
eldName> : ~i >---!'•) s v . i l u e
I
IT ( I S } i''0'WEEN < m i n \ / a l >
D dkrVa • )

In the SQL syntax, selection fields arc the names -

ev

files., "..''he order of selected fields is protected in s
thr: visualization client. Since current implementation

bles •-•.'' eata as tores :••

ort or dimensn-n re--s>jerin». KDsissS su=cs rts sieele-tscs -,

using FROM clause is optional. LIMITBY statement specifies resolution level to fetch multiresolution data or points and LIMIT statement sets the lower hound for fetching. WHERE
statement defines a query window to restrict the selection
vertically in a kdB-tree, while the; latter is horiz
Token

hus

e fores- limes select. -,.

ally.

Meaning

ywo
UmitByO tion

T

0
_{}"._
fields
recNumber
fieldName
minVal,
maxVal, value

_

*, S
CT,
P, F M, W RE,
BET
EN,
D,
ITB
LIMIT
type f esol f
to 1' ' t s e l e f : POINT, LEVEL, COUNT, VOLUME
MIN AN,
XJS
,SU
whe
< d
ensi
or
one
ore
es
one o zero (op lonal)
* to select all fields, or comma separated field names as defined in the
metafo t (.m i i)
maximum number of the records to fetch
a field name to apply a fillerin for
user lie ts
i

Table 5.5

SQLSpecifie.eon

Some SQL examples are as follows.
1.
2.
3.

.''ELECT * FROM t h e S e r v e r WHERE e l e c -^ETW ;
10 e.sD
SELECT e l e c , g a s , w a t e r , h i n c , FROM t h e S e r v e r
SELECT * FROM t h e S e r v e r :
LIMITBY COUNT
WHERE LIMIT IS BETWEEN 1000 AND 9000
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4. SELECT FLD3, FLD2, FLD5 TOP 1000 FROM theServer
LIMITBY SUM1
WHERE LIMIT IS BETWEEN le4 AND le7

The Vis

n Client

Introduction
In order to visualize and visually explore large relational data, we created a client vitool to display muitiresolution data aggregation,

urposeof

gthe

usefulness of density-based input, wc have extended ex

alization

s. In

this section we will discuss the detail of visualization of multiresolution data.
rnvis

reconc

design an

s loadable components inclu

drivers a

zers.

g block detai I s of ihe framew

pounded i

6.

For visualizing large data by density-based methodology, we modified the following
visualization techniques. First, we extended footprint ^plattin [ 103 j with a two-step bootstrapping method

ate footprints of

high dime

econstruct

1. A

generated footprint reflects the projection of high-dimensional reconstruction kernel in the
current view. Splatting footprints to the screen produces an image which gives a volume visuali/aiion of the data.. Users can easily identi ly dense an

reas of the

e vi-

sualization. Second, we extended traditional parallel coordinates [55J to density-based parallel coordinates where each aggregated hyper-rectangle is visualized as a translucent band
across the paralle

tes. All tl•

> 'lucent band

blended t

e the

d!ta. These two e

reduce visual.duller by displ

regatedhy

ngles

instead of individual data points. Third, we implemented scatter-plot matrices [8] to dis-

play the density-basedhypcrcubcs. This visualizaeor mitigae . sually

rstand re . f

data by displaying correlations of every pair of dimensions. All of the visualizers are concentric: wish their peer techniques which display in

al data

ts. S

seam

w algo

shav »

visualize point, volume and point-volume data.
5.4.2

otprinl Spotting

Volume rendering of data has been extensively

edan

developed (see [72] for an evaluation). Footprint splatting [103] is an object-order volume
rendering technique ihat directly renders 3D volu

data.

have i •••.:\ ted v ••

rendering with 3D data projection [112] to visualize large relational data. Data hyperrecta

are generated fro'o the relati

atab

gdata

egatio

ration 1

aggregated hyper-rectangles are organized by a high-dimensional indexing structure. In this
paper, we extend our previous work to

footp

ofhig

ensio

onstru

ensio

xel t

mage

kernel using a two-step bootstrapped method.
F

int splatting works by projecting a hig

extend of its contribution to the final image depends on the projection of the corresponding
recon

tion kernel. In footprint splatting, we usu

seaG

anker1 l ecause D~

circular extend, smoothness, and quick attenuation in both spatial and frequency domains
A footprint is a projection of the kernel into the image but er. The foo:prmt splaeing
algorithm splats the t iaussian kernel of each data

r-rect

and b

colo

he or' '

volu-;- • ata has

values at every pixel of the Gaussian kernels extend.
Traditional 3D footprint splatting works fine w
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L°!lJ
V

Hyper-rectangles

V

Sampling
nD reconstruction
kernel

2D Gaussian
kernel

-J L

'
/

Splitting

)

•J

2D footprin'

Splatting

Final image

.''•i.". ,e5.5

J

The'iwo-step Bootstrapping P.'f'-i;'-.-' for Foot- • 'flatting

dimensions. When we extend the algorithm to high dimensional splatting, however, how
U-,.compute the footprii

oC a high dimensional Ga

aprobleru We have so; ved this problem by sampli: •

'

reconst
recons

'

kernel
kernel

es
en

project each sample as a regular Gaussian distribution to a 2D image. In this way, we turn
the process >i generating a footprintinto;: simple reu

esplatt <

orithm.

al

visualization of the data is a blending of footprints of hyper-rectangles, where each footp i n t i s gi-nciatcdin a boots; rapping maimer by samp

dproje :".>.~ t erecon

on

kernel. This technique is still applicable if the data are aggregated into unevenly partitioned
hyper-rectangles.
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Figure 5.5 shows the two-step bootstrapping proees. The fret . .-;, appro s s .i.-->s a
2D footprint of a reconstruction kernel by sampling the kernel and applying the splatting
algorithm u> footprints <;f all samples.

second

isualize

by app

he

same splatting algorithm to blend footprints of all data hyper-rectangles, in the first step,
we use a gerene 2D Gaussian footprint (Figure 5.6(a
Footprint oi a reconstruction kernel is computed by s

hissym
p ng the

in all d'
and ble

' s.
g e

footprints of all samples, each of which is appreciated by the generic 2D Gaussian footprint.
figure 5.600 gives three; sample footprint images

ed at d"

projec

nd

axis alignments. In summary, footprint of a reconstruction kernel is generated by using the
following steps;
1. Sample an n-D reconstruction kernel;
2. Project each sample to a. location in .i 2-D ima

er;

3. Center the generic Gaussian footprint (Figure 5.6(a)) to the projected location;
4. Au

the pixel values in the image with co

ding pi

esofth

ic

Gaussian footprint.
In the second step of boot strapping, wc apply the sen e splatting :u-e- thmtoe.ic;-, -/eta
hyper-rectangle using the footprint generated in the first step.
Each change of the view point requires the gener

f a new

int of tee vet in-

struction kernel. Today, GPUs are fast and have much larger memory then a few years ago.
erefore we can load the generated footprint into th
61

re mem »

i blend

ts

(a) A Generic Gaussian Footprint

fb) Foot

faHig

nsional

Figure 5.6

structio

el

Sample Footprints

of all data hyper-rectangles to generate the final image. In this way, we take advantage of
i.he power of graphics hardware to reduce processing

y shifti

e world'..:. .'•• m

the CPU to the GPU.
Thefina'iimage generated is a density map of th

To con

' sity inf

on

of the data, opacity of a footprint can be determined by the number of data records within a
data hyper •Kxtangle. Specifically, the opacity of each fo> >p tint is f

'on of the -.-eight

of data records in a hyper-rectangle
a = 1

vKiyi—fi • de- '

5 I)

where a is the opacity of the footprint, ji is a scale factor, and density is the weight of data
records ir ihc hyper-recnsngle The weigh! is the a
hyper-rec

It may be the number of the data

ed valu

fdtarecod '

he

or the

f the va

a

particular variable of data records in the hyper-rectangle. The scale factor can be adjusted
by the usee It can be changed so that the effect of
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hyper-r

es will

sh

and thus dense regions of the data will

hlighte f

Footprint splatting is integrated with grand-tour to create animated projections to display different aspects of the data. This illusion is created by moving from a source projection to a destination projection along a geodesic < ;in

ith int

d transe - equal-

izations. We have observed that creating a new footprint for each transit visualization
improves the quality of me visualization slightly wi

t of 40 ::

••

• head. T

re,

we choose to use the footprint generated for the source projection during the tour. This
< a compromise between the quality of the xansit

ation aval e renderi

d.

Because our goal of applying grand-tour is to depict an overview of large data sets during
the animation, we think the rendering speed is more important than the quality of transit
visualizations.
Figure 5.7 illustrate the effects of footprint splatting with and without bootstrapping as
taken from n23Tool [111 ], which is the ancestor of ev
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!

,. The i

Figure "•'• /(eg is

generated by the fbllowing two-step bootstrapping m

It show

^ hly the

of

data hyper-rectangles in the projected space. The image in Figure 5.7(b) is blended with
generic 2) "> Gaussian kernel which has •; • ,• lar ext

is sy

in all d

s.

The gain of bootstrapping is that it reveals information about the orientation of projection
oThyper-rectangles. For example, cluster with blue

hows a

the axis in (a) while the same- cluster in the image (b; i: ry metric

tation

of

< n\ dimen

For generating hyper-rectangles from a data set, a binning process is applied. In the process, each variable's domain range is divided into s

anges t

e simil

er

hyper-rectangles (bins). Then, each data point is assigned to a bin and data aggregations
are accumulated for each hyper-cubical bi us. During

cess, th

imits ar

ed

to each point whose aggregations are accumulated if selected. There is one drawback of
ibis process -has the number of hyper-reei angles cr

an be t

visualization. For example, bins with few data point

- xist. In

yfori

- 've

ingpip me he

center of the bins are projected using grand tour projection suit and splatting is applied by
texture map)jisg the 2D 'ootprints generated for the

• project i

rix.

The scatterplot and the footprint splatting coincide and both use projections from the
grand tour, vVhen the current result set consists of p

e scatt

sactiva

r-

nally. This visualization is most appropriate when data are filtered or narrowed down to a
subset without a slew of points. Optionally volume data can be visualized with the scatterplot, in that case, the center of each hyper-rectang

ojected

screen

• In

mVis, detaching the scatterplot and the footprint splatting and executing them in separate
visualizer windows are possible for side by s de com
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. In sue

ing, tra

a-

(a) Scatterplot
Figure 5.8
tions (Tx,Ty,Tz),

(b) Footprint Splatting
Clustered Boston Housing Data [22]

rotations (Rx,Ry,Rz),

data selections, and color variable selection are

linked and synchronized among the visualizers through the internal linking mechanism of
the mVis framework (see Chapter 6). In Figure 5.8, the Boston Housing data [22], which
is clustered by k-menas clustering algorithm, visualized by the scatterplot and the footprint
splatting. As seen from the figures, even when a small data is visualized, some points
overlap in the scatterplot view (left image), while each point contributes to the final image
in the footprint splitting (right image). If we closely inspect the images, we can identify
this effect below the cluster4 (in magenta and in the top-left corner) where the footprint
splatting image reveals existence of points from cluster3 (in blue).
5.4.3

Density-based Parallel Coordinates

Introduction and Related Work
In this section, we introduce the extensions to parallel coordinates in order to render
multiresolution data aggregations. Parallel coordinates [54] provide an excellent metaphor
to visualize data with high dimensionality by horizontally arranging vertical coordinates,
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one for each dimension. A data record is displayed as a polyline that crosses each coordinate al a position corresponding to its value on that dimension. Parai :ei coordinates exposes
the following drawbacks and limitations when t

ata i

ge in

ber ) cord

d

dimensions. First, the number of dimensions that can be visualized is restricted only by the
horizontal resolution of computer display, although too many coor mates may make r e
visualization difficult to understand. Second, apoiy ine i ey no m a is an .

omi aa y

to represent a data record. Third, large number of data records overlap on the screen and
create clutters. Also, large number of dimensions causes .imensiona; clutter, mother isadvantage is thai, the crossing problem occurs w

multi

polyl

ross

ertica a s

at the same point which are hard to follow. Therefore, parallel coordinates are inefficient
in visualizing many individual records.
The parallel coor

e technique has been

sive

udied i 57, :•;' ''4,9'.

.,

109] to address the issues listed. To reduce the amount of clutter imposed by large number
of records, interactive parallel coordinates frequency plot [ ] high lg ts clusters in a iarge
data, set by

ing a contingency table between (aery c • • cutiv a ir of

rallel aa< -

dinates. XmdvTool uses hierarchical density-based parallel coordinates [41] to visually
explore hierarchical data clusters produced by an agglomerative data clustering algorithm
such as Birch [! 16]. Hach data cluster is visuals a as a

• zont I •. gzag • r city

Agglomerative data clustering produces a hierarchy of data clusters. The user may specify
a cui across the hierarchy. Data cluste

ong

nates. Agglomerative data clustering also impo

cut

isual

in parallel co

n or <- on all •••• .sters. '.''his en

proximity-based coloring in XmdvTool which assigns colors to each cluster by mapping
66

s

die cluster order into a linear colormap tabic.

Graham et al. [45] employed quadratical curves instead of straight lines, spreading
out point; CM axis with small discrete values, and fo

ntextte •. • es to ad

he

crossing problem. Peng et al. [76] applied dimension reordering to reduce clutters. In
i 09], a h

ical organization of dimensions we

osedto

effect o

n-

sion cluttering. Johansson el al. [58] applied a linear, square root, an- ogarithmic irans er
functions to high-precision textures to reveal an overview, identify outliers, and emphasize low-dens it y regions, respectively. 3D lustere

el coor • .

was in

ed

to find space relation of a selected dimension with many others [57]. In this representation, clustefjig data before visualizing is prohibitive

ge data

ere will

iy

combinations of 2 to examine relationships in a high dimensional data.
Promine* ' .' -i.tures
The same as footprint splatting, input to density-based parallel coordinates is data
hyper-rec

i . Compared with irregular shaped da

iering [411, "cgions represented by internal nodes of

ersina

rative

s-

ee are a

hyper-r

es

and can be ideally displayed as horizontal translucent bands. The location of a band across
each coor i

reflects the position of the <. orrespo

ata hy

angle i i s

i-

mension. The extend of a band represents the span of the data hyper-rectangle. The extend
is determined by the mi

. and max one en values <••; a so orresp

h y p e r - r o •':•<<:.- >e.

The opacity of the band is determined by the same function as given in Equation (5.1)
and is a function of the density of its corresponding data hyper-rectangle. The middle of
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each bami is encoded

e deepest opacity. A

ades gr

from iu

i; se

middle to fully transparent edges. The color of the band can be assigned to represent value
lu a dimension, cluster, closeness measure etc. Band

< hyper-r

esareb

to

produce the final image. The regions with white color or close to high RGB values indicate
flense reg
We extended the traditional parallel coordinates to density-base's parallel coor- mates
to convey the density information from multiresolution data aggregations. As an example,
Figure 5.'.' d, a snapshot of visualization of '%PUM.s j *! ata wit

ty-base

lei

coordinates (DPC) in mVis, where the fast-access panel area is manually imprinted.
The g a band across the display i d ' '

e 5.9 is

the dat

tor whi a

es

for two purposes: (1) data selection in screen space for brushing and other operations, (2)
range sek.d.lon for window (range) queries. The ce
a darker e«> or so that the user can adiusi 5 J e select

the sele
venien id.

' bighlig
eking

'th
he

center line on an axis changes the high selection, while clicking below the line affects the
low selection. 'J Tie data selector represents•<:,hyper-r --i. '-leas a

egioni

ta

space. The data selection band can be used to issue a range query to a DA-tree for the
purpose oi" Hal;; fetching. This allows the user to sele<: a d e t s o f d

ighdim s,io:.al

space using the 2D screen.
Similar ideas mentioned in the related work can b
ihe limitations listed previously. In addressing the

plied to
ng prob

DPC to o • s e m e
ifferent

I ang

and translucency of bands naturally help to trace individual rectangular polyline in DPC.
Additionally, when a selections is made on the sere
68

one di

• n, sele

es

' |mvls 1 Oa

Figure 5.9

~:-'\

Density-based Parallel Coordinates for MDA

will be highlighted with a default color. If more than one line is selected, exact values of a
line (active line) in the fetching order is displayed on the screen by tooltips. The user can
easily alternate lines to display their textual detail on the screen.
In addressing the clutter problem, displaying a subset of the entire large data sets in the
form of MDA from a DA-tree naturally reduces clutters greatly. Also, if the scale factor in
Equation (5.1) is decreased, DPC brushes away some of the superfluous hyper-cubes with
low density and reduces clutters. We have another mechanism to do the reverse selection
to focus on low-density regions as well. Likewise, applying a dynamic extend to lessen
69

the extends of all bands by a factor cuts down the area mapped by each hyper-rectangular
polyline. The extend function Et(b) below finds the extend of a band on dimension / by
multiplying the band width with the band multiplier 6.
Ei(b) = b • (hightValuei — lowValuei)
In addition to above clutter reductions, when any si b t f current data osaal' ed is
and highlighted by the data selceu.r, the user

hide (br

and

focus on analyzing remaining records. Thus, brushing helps reducing clutters on a over
crowded screen. This process is not accumulative in applying the process consequently.
Triat ?:a each brushing is applied to trie cnrreiii selection .an ewa; selection a a hie^s ,o the
pool of all data points including previously brushed points.
Another feature of DPC is reversing the translucency to dim visible bands and enhance
clisceniibility of barely visible or un-visiblc ones. When ;b opacity is appl

CUr-

iaaii da-a set, some are no! noticeable because their densay s loo low to be

n eye

visibility range. In some cases, these unnoticeable points might be the ones that the user
ar interested in. In reversing the visibility, we pipeline >•;

i - a after

n of

n5.1.
Last but not least, optionally, our backend database carries out normalization of data
{(• mitigate visualization computation on the client. Vari
ci'iia from data-space to screen space during Die visualiz

ormations
cess. Data

'ed to
pace

will be mapped to screen-space usually in range [0,1] or [—1, +1] and then into window coordinate system. The data-space to screen-space mapping is a linear mapping from source
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valS in soo.ee domain \m'mS,max$\ into d estinatio

in dome

\ 'nD,ma '.' as in

Equation 5.2.
,r^
-^ 0
—mini.)
. ,„
valD ^mmD + ^— „ - — — •( alS-•..,,
(maxb — mvnb)

:x2)

Most of the variations of parallel coordinates apply a linear ma in to map data oints
into the s

creen-coordinate for ecuitvariable.

ly, min

and ma

i. of

variables (dimensions) in data-space are mapped to the minimum and maximum of each
axis, respectively, and length of axis allocated is th» saeu- for eac: -

nsion.

p-

resentation is suitable to analyze the distributions of values, however, it is not intuitive to
makerel

mparison of dimensions to each ot •

reveal

format' i ai».ut

variable-to-variable relations, mVis offers six different mapping options as summarized in
Table 5.6. Direct, absolute, and relative mappings for data range and query range are identified as possible alternative mappings from ilie data .%r;;!i; « n t o t h e ; pace. Wh h-one
method discloses better information for a data set, it may not be good as good for another
data set. in I he table, second column is a descriptive

of the m

s. Thir

mn

indicates what minimum and maximum from the source (data-domain) are mapped to the
axes.
To see file affect of the mappings, Jets give an es a --pie of 4 v

s whos

in

minimum and maximums are depicted in Figure 5.10(a). In the figure, an empty circle
and a sol(i circle indicate screen position to which

um and •>•: e umof a . em. in

mapped, respectively. Implicitly, all values within domain range are mapped into these two
points. Wo called it a direct, mapping if" al 1 domains
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ped to

• 'ximum

ed

2
l

4
•
6

S
Mapping
minS=min of domain i
maxS=max of domain i
:
i r. ninofqu
i
naxof q
1" ii • WAX
i
mindomai
of all domain maxS=maxdomain max's
Min&Max
minS=minquery min's
o> . : jii' r y
axquery
L
in of the
d
ange
ax of th
t
Largest
minS=min of the largest
query range
maxS=max of the largest
N.
Domain
Min&Max

1

Table 5,6

De
n
Direct mapping to whole screen space
Dir

ping to

creenspi

Ab

alue co

of vari

Absolute value comparison of variables
Rel

hie com K i

of variai

Relative value comparison of variables

Mappings fro in Data-S

Screen-.

axis length as in Figure 4>. 10(h). This is the mapping mos of the paras e coordinates uses.
The absolute mapping, is the mapping where the minimum all dimensions maps to the
lower end of ax is and the maximum of all.dimension

tothe

endoft

As shown in Figure 5.10(c), values for each domain are mapped to their absolute position. An advantage of this mapping is (hat correl

etween

lues of

nt

axis can be visually determined. A disadvantage is that while every pixel on the screen is
an imponari asset, space above and below mapped
relative m

' a and

is a re,alive mapping of dimensions s r dingto

i ' i is was
rdime

The
. As

plotted in Figure 5.10(d), we mapped the variable with the largest range (Var2) to whole
span of screen space then the others arc relatively

d to th

n. We

ed

center alignment (center-mapping) in the figure (dotted horizontal line), that is center of
domains arc aligned.

ver, bottom and top al

ts are s

forward:

i by

shifting center-mapped values up or down in screen space. The mappings for current query
(2,4, and 6) is the same as domain mappings except minimum and maximum of dimensions
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Fig

5.1

(b) Direct Mapping
Var2

Var3

1

V»2

Var4

Var4

(d) Relative Mapping (centered)
Dem trati<n uf Dor ; inM

ngs

are lower and upper limits of a query window specified to fetch data.
When large number of points are translated from high dimensional space into screen,
mapping contributes to slow-motion display o
mance. One solution for this prohibitive cons
me

rytoaccess directly instead of calcul

age nd r
mati
ng a

s

to

ced

rectors

peri.;

en

alize

values <

eryr f sh of he dirolry. II

ever, this is a trade-off between speed and memory. Our alternative solution for the problem is normalizing the values before building a kdB-tree. Thus, backend database not only
stores mi.la-dimensional aggregation data, but
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tail

data

fast ( : deri a

F'«i)ire 5,11
5.4.4

Record- basedPa--;;!:--.:' ; oordinat

Record-based Parallel Coordinates

Ano^ci visualization integrated to mvi.s is tradi

arallel

nates to

ze

points as polyline across the vertical parallel axes. Our record-based parallel coordinates
PC) coincides with PP€ or acts as a stand-alone

ization

ue. In >Ur j;:«ter

form, there are many attributes and variables shared with DPC through the linking mechanism of the mVis framework including current state of the data selector, zoom value
(transformui.ion in z-axi:; 7\)opacity.

e5.ll

04 poin

1%PU

ta

after executing the query below. The data selector which generated the query from the
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previous view is also intact. Although, it is not shown because of the cropping, the fastaccess pain of RPC and DPC contain similar interface except the extend scaling which is
un

ein

.As

on the linage, tooltips-

eyo

eeni

rmati

the

ing device moves around. This feature is particularly necessary for non-numeric variables
i.e. textual ordinal and nominal variables, because non-numeric values are replaced with
nu

'c indexes during construction of a I)A-trcc on the server si

here '• ce, mecKS a

carries mapping tables to the client and the client presents more meaningful textual data
to the user instead of indexes. For example, the state with STATE code 22 is the state of
Michigan as depicted in the image. Moreover, toe; ume e -value >
i> bstiti

e auto ; -

cally when the query is composed. In this view, the variable of STATE is assigned as the
color variable and it is cyan for MICHIGAN.
SELECT TOP 10000 * s'ROM thoTabl:ISI.MITCY POINTWHERE LIMIT IS 0, STATE=22, YRBUILT BETWEEN 5 AND 9,
;•;[,EC BETWEEN 0 AND 2 500, '
BET1, N 0
i 17C0..
WATER OCrWEEN o AND 1.200,
BE
EN 0
D l.'-icg
BEDRMS BETWEEN 2 AND 5, PERSONS BETWEEN 1 AND 6,
EMPSTAT BETWEEN 1 AND 8

5.4.5

Scatterplot Matrices

We extended scatterplot matrices [8] to display multidimensional data aggregations
sim ISertothe implementation in XmdvT-

101]

svis

atio

eases ; r-dim e ional

relations for each possible pair. However, it deteriorates interactive visual analysis when
the number of dimensions or the number of points is large, ecause each point is drawn as
many as the number of ells in the matr

ofd

naion •;;''.

The density-based scatterplot matrix draws a rectangle (or a square for equilateral di~
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Figure 5.12

Scatterplot Matrices

mensions) for each hyper-rectangle from a multiresolution data aggregation tree. The area
consumed depends on the lower and higher bounds of the hyper-rectangle on each dimension. Each density-based input is assigned an opacity based on its density and each of the
translucent rectangle is blended to create the final image. When point data is visualized,
each point data can consume as small as a pixel for each cell of the grid.
Similar in function to the data selector of the density-based parallel coordinates, a rectangular data selector coexists within each grid cell to specify upper and lower limits for
the crossing dimensions. The data selector is linked to a global range query array which is
eventually used by a query fetcher. Thus, this visualizer shares the data selection attribute
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with DPC and RPC.
5.4.6

User Interaction

HAplorationand analysis of largerelationaldatarequ

tionwitht - ansa. When

the size of data increases, real time user interaction becomes more and more challenging.
Kosara and Hauser [63] presented a survey of interactions in information visualization
ir: general. Mehta ei al. in [74] and thereof introduc

ng for m

i data

sets. We can display data and generate attractive images, however, lack of interactivity
greatly reduces ability to analyze and extract information. Thus, complying and integrating
interaction methods listed in aforementioned papers is e

arge data

on.

Brushing is an operation to select subsets of data fo

perations

ight-

ing, masking, and moving. On-screen data selection does not work well with projectionoriented visualization techniques such as scaler plots an

t splatting

pie,

a hyper-rectangular brush specified in the screen space ha

to three d

. We

need to define a high-dimensional brush in order to select a subset of the data in high dimensional space. Par 11 1

dinates offer a convenient wa

brushes and selec

dimensional dHo thus, the s

f

ifying high d'

ional

f the data

fthe

parallel coordinates in mVis is linked to other visualization techniques in which specifying
a query window for high dimensional data space is either difficult or impossible.
Multi-window suppoii is important k» explore and c. > ;

de by side

sub-

sets and resolutions of large data sets. In addition, different visualizations can be linked
together so that information hidden in one view might be revealed in another. Linking is a

common way of sharing the user actions among the multi-view and multi-tec nique visua i/ation systems. mVis framework is buik onlinLng

sh

gto

ake

vis . zatie i

•inking intuitive for users and developers.
For more convenient access to functionalities ufv'sualiZ'Vo., mV .•
a. fast-aeeess panel

fra

re each visualization tec • 'que • an customize .he

or
-ac

ovi
spa

for the density-based parallel coordinates is marked on Fi ure 5.9 In the example, the
following widgets are added: buttons for opening various GUIs, a spinner for changing
opacity of the bands, a slider for extend scaling, a checkbox for brushing selected bands
away, and a checkbox for reversing visibility of the bands.
mVis carries out various other operations for interactive exploration of large data sets.
Below is the list of some other in

cti

eat

:

• In the footprint splatting rendering visuali/er, rowponr ca

ec

ged oy us- g

mouse click and drag. Drag with the loll moose buto i pr

d m es tie" see e

Middle button is used for zoom i

t, a

righ

utto

for

atin

these operations are linked to th

catt

ot ' ali

and

aila

he se e.

i

for heari i

with new visualizers.
• The opacity offootprintsand translucent'

ds a< be ac uste ! so th. \ : par e . egioi

may fade away and dense regions show up.
• When applicable, extend sliders are integrated h- change sp

f d'

nsi

to

,re

d, p

eet ;

dune clutters.
•

rando.our interface provides basic: aniieation eperatio is(s
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to control the selected tour which shows different projections of the data. Also,
projection matrix at each step is available as a shared linkable object for other visualizers.
• Visualizers are linked so that same or different data can be visualized from different
perspectives.
• Client-side selection on the screen-space is linked among visualizers so each visualizer identifies selected points.
• A subset of data can be selected by using the data selection band in the parallel
coordinate display, then filter/hide the selected data to analyze the rest.
• The parallel coordinate display has a 2D display brush in addition to the selection
band. Data points under the brush will be highlighted.
• The user can organize the order coordinates of the parallel coordinates to reduce
intensity of clutters between adjacent axes.
• The order of variables can be specified when a range query is composed to push
dimension reordering to the server side.
• History of range queries is preserved for back-tracking and navigation.
• Each visualization is augmented with a status bar, descriptive labels and numbers, or
screen tips when the user moves the cursor over the visualization window
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• Existing menu items on the visualizer manager window are accessible by both builtin visualizers and loaded dynamically later.
• The user can change color assignments, load and save colormaps for each data sets
through the provided interface.
• Color variable and mechanism for point data and volume data are separated.
• A query manager and data fetcher are accessible from all visualizers for specifying
dynamic queries.
5.4.7

Colormap Management

Color File gjjCNone)
Legend:COUNT
click to change
0: 1407
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El
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e?|jgl.oadj
Color Map List
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a
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c
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10:
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O
•#QK|

Figure 5.13

y apply|

X Cancel|

Colormap GUI

Different color index tables are available to the user while user-defined color maps can
be loaded as well. Figure 5.13 is cropped snapshot of the graphical interface. Existing
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colormaps are generated with different color mechanisms: grey, red, green, blue scales;
Hue-Saturation-Value (HSV) and Hue-Saturation-Lightness (HSL) [105]; and cyclically
shi

HSL and converting to RGB. Each colo

cons

esof

colo

exes

is

number of distinct color is good enough for distinguishing close colors. A loaded colormap
can mapped to current color variable as direct or scattered manner. In the direct assignment,
firs! color is assigned LO mefirstvalue of thevaria

seco

igne <c the s; :<
' •<> id

olori

value of the variable and so on. On the other hand, the scattered indexing assigns the first
color to the first value of the variable, the last color to the last value of the variable, and
colors at a calculated index distance are assigned io he o
5.4.8

• value:.

Color Variable
Select a color variable for point and volume data

rV& • le'fo
!n
urit

:

r

Low

turn
-—

-Iff
Sf

(STATE

Figure 5.14

w§»

-•••'

•

Color Variable Selection GUI
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T
I

Coloring visualization elements improves the analysis of final images incredibly. There
are two questions to ask: (1) What is the color variable? (2) How to index the values?
There are many ways of color variable assignment.
one of the variables as 'he color variable. Another pr

ly used o

oose

ethod is

data

and using the cluster information as the color variable. We opted for the former method
t resultse

method needs ci us« ering info

ored at th

end,

steringlar

nal data organized into a high

naltreein

to be

studied. Other method which is based on the closeness of the elements is 'proximity-based
coloring'which i
ifyclosen

' XmdvTool 1101 j. A. problem i
ghborhood of an internal nod

' ' notstraig
-dimensio

task
ndex.

Consequently, our DA-tree doesn't support this coloring at this time. However, it might
be doable by using a multi-way neighborhood linking in the expense of loosing some disk
page space.
For hyper-rectangle aggregation data, we used data aggregations as color variable in
mVis. Number of points, average, or density of a region and low or high values of a
dimension are so

tives.

In addressing the second question, there various alternatives to map the coior variable
to a colormap table.
» Direct Col

ng: Values ot she olorvaria

thin thee

ndex

domain i.e. [0, ColorMapSize] where ColorMapSize=256 or can be mapped to the
index domain by subtracting domainMin or a name-value-label (VCL) pairs are de-
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fined n the ".met.!" file. Each value directly inc.-.v..-A colorm

ry. This mdi-sng

is most suitable for nominal, ordinal, and discrete variables.
• Orciii r Indexing: Indexes of values of the col

able are

The or

he

values is either the insertion order of each unique value during building the tree, or
order of listing in the meta" file If the colo

e ble has

airs dci.w e he

index of the value for each record of the resultset will be the index to the colormap
tabse.i'f there is no i W t and "Find uniqueval

"

set w; 11 b<; scanned i > n e s to identi fy 11 n i que val

tionis

,thent
their i

It-

11 be co

to the colormap. This mapping is applicable to ordinal and nominal variables. It can
also index discrete variables if its range is less e; equal to he ,.e,e of a n.v.a'-nap
table.
• Lin

apping Values ofthe color variable

ain[do

in,don>.<i-nA!ax]

will be mapped to the colormap index domain. Since continues variables and discrete
variables with a lnrgc range of vaiues eannot nireeis: one-to •••

colormat sale,

the domain of values are divided into range of values and each range is mapped to
the color table.
If the direct or the order indexing is selected but neither is applicable to map to the color
table, then the linear mapping is applied.
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iou nui

5.4.9 Ottvar GUIs
In interacting and fetching data from a data a<>gre
dynamic qi :ry and data, access tools. Figure 5.

(a)

set format of a resulted, and select the resolu n t
84

on

e,mv i s

he

a feu er u mar up - jueryf

. T

me 1 ilcpi vide

da fetch r s^nes :r- SQ ,

i i oking obi ee I. w ith the v • s u a I i zers. Whc n the visuali •••:•, i nge its

t i.e. thr

i he

data selector in RPC and DPC, changes are reflected to the data fetcher to be fetched by the
user. Additionally, the fe:cfier keeps th

ryofex

SQLst

-tsforre

ng

if needed. The Query builder (Figure 5.15(b)) presents an interface to the user to manually
develop an SOL statement and updates the SQL obj

e good

bout th

is

that the user only deals with the names of values instead of the store va ues.
As we mentioned before, the 3D footprint splatting and the Scatterplot implementation
are integrated with the

our [28]. Figure 5.15(

e interfr

e manage

ur.

Simple, cluster guided, random, and manual projection types are supported to create a
movie of tours in 3D space.
The Link Manager is the management tool to arrange, link, unlink, and modify sharing
of objects. As we discussed its detail in Chapter 6 ev '.:-. frame ••

tilizes

mechanism for interK»mponertt communication, linkre, rdsharin

jectsan

'

'ng
ts.

5.5 Conclusion
Repre

on of mi ilti resolution data aggregati

he inte

e s o f a i g di-

mensional indexing is a new representation for large data and augments additional aggregation information about the data. This f re-calcula

1 : ormati

oves in

;ui>ve

visual analysis of large data, which otherwise would preclude visualization.
We di;srril>cd the inkenisi detail of building an

ging M .•• ''ith our •v.cknnd

database system in addition to exposing components and their roles in KDBMS. We encourage other researchers in the visualization and related fields to use KDBMS as their
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data source '.o organize large data and esc Hs output wstk >,iek visue'

•' a>n tools.

We also showed extension of three existing techniques to render aggregated data. mVis
houses the extended vieuali/ers and harmonizes the e uv eighty c

g them. v-a-^us

interactions are implemented and integrated into mVis; nevertheless, more comprehensive
mechanisms aee needed (b.-generating vivid outputs
with ease.
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CHAPTER 6
VISUALIZATION FRAMEWORK: mVis

6.1.

Introduction

Major components of vis • ation framework modes AS m

ned

ariou

; -

onomies, are generally: abstract data, visualizers, interaction operators, views, the user,
and the hardware. How all these modules or components are coupled or interacted are
model specific .And e a oh framework a

sses

ebut

alio

issu

As a

a It

of the design variations, the frameworks differ from each other based on which and how
the components are integrated. The difference is also reflected to the extensibility and scalability of the. frameworks. There: are frameworks as ready io-use

ages,

sable oo>>e

and modules, plug-in environments, or hybrid of later two. One common feature is that all
of them embed different numbers of visualization techniques.
mv is is a visualization framework that foil

the

flow

digm

i] as

y

other counterparts and descendent of n23Tool [111, 112]. In the design of our framework,
we prioritize the simplicity and flexibility of both the development of visualizer techniques
and tiic integration of external modules, librarie

orit

and a rco

ents

r

intention is to reduce the time spend in programming and integration while pointing out
the need for compatibility and standardization of new components introduced to the visualization. The framework introduces a impl

vent-

n li

anag

o lin i e d

share objects between the components of the architecture. Some other features of the toolbox are grand tour [11 j functions, an interlace for dynamic queries [ ], and an easy-to-use
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customized GUI development toolbox
6.2

Related W o r k
There are various visuali/ation frameworks wifli Mi:V(;.-,;nttaxo: <^:-i'.: used. •> > er-

man [87] presents seven data types and seven user tasks (task-by-data taxonomy) that the
designers/developers of advanced graphical userinte

• •. .• Mhouldc

r. Thep e

of

building a visualization has been discussed in a variety of ways by the research community
178,91,6d, 87i. Also there are different issues in d

gvisua

archite

as

discussed by Tang et al. [91].
Each visualizer framework identifies the system components and defines inter-component
ations •

;

• .ifly. For years, research in thefieldh

usedo

nteracti

ta

integration and transformation, view linking, attribute mapping, and integration of tasks
andalgor MI (sorting, classification, filtering) tobu

ems. C

[53] in

ed

reusable view and value operators (user interactions) to understand the interaction between
data and view. They proposed a state model to idea
ineractive operators. In

:

d class

ractive

n-

, Kreuseler et al. propose 1 preprocessing pipeline to l eniify

the structures from unstructured data using information objects which are grouped by a
similarity

re and p resented by sell 'on; anizing .

nddyn

erarchy

u-

lations.
tore-view u*>lkit [1 i'J'j, die authors inii\>ducedt--e t '-v- intera •:.• <
. :echniq:-s;> u> ddress the "Extract and Relates Tasks" of the mentioned taxonomy [87]: bookmarking and
oordinated filtering. In their 3—tier architecture, a vi> c •
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rdinato

d meta-d t. c« s-

itory interchange information about the bookmarked view (dataset and view parameters).
XmdvTool [101, 74] and Spotfire [4] are ready-to-use, tightly linked, and interaction- and
brusbing-reach software. XmdvTool provides eensity-based vi • •

• on cluster

hierorcrucs, brushing and filtering. It is nor extensible but open-s i •
te et al. [88], a data exploration system for 1

nsional re-

lational databases, is based on Pivot Table interface and constructs visual specifications to
describe table-based graphical views and generate relational queries. It is worth to mention

gn trivially supports LHdo re o operations. T

lkit [37] is

composed o:'existingvisualizerimplemcnuuions with variety of i

ge-sliders,

control panels, fi.sbeye lenses, dynamic deformation techniques, y

ng, and dy-

namic queries. It is for structured data and supports graphs, trees, and tables. VTK [84]
is a comprehensive toolkit for 3D graphics based on the dataflow model [24]. It contains
ani

ication layer which complies with the Tang's

]. Preflwe

[50]

reusable components io design/built dynamic

ns for data

with

ures. The library contains layout algorithms,

g

integration

techniques, integrated search. A scalable filtering mechanism maps abstract data to visualizable units while actions manipulate data and set visual properties. Event logging and
ani- i ii' , i' H"i are features embedded.
There e>e other toolkits which arc domain specific [83, 65.. e*.
nice features while addressing different issues. GUESS [2] is a

,•:•: end present
ration suit

that provides a domain-specific embedded language and interactive interpreter for textual
interactions.
89

Theseframewo s n others referenced in a r me ti e p e
stractions to data a

U interfaces wilh encaps a d od ,

pes

t o

-

d eu ab p og a mi g

units. Ideally, the visualization community, can generate and integrate analytical tools and
libraries to fulfill the requirements and issues of the visualization and data analysis tasks
ey harnessing existing tools, code, and libraries. So, s tt g an ar s r o pa bi ty o
an extent is mandatory ior developing effective vis ial' a ion n I an ly er oo .

6.3 Compo e ts f V
mVis is a framework which is based on the dataflow mouel an-' is extensible by plugins. We identify the following issues in deve p e o v i a z a o n e n u

a

f m-

works in general,
te a

i co p ibility of data, visuilizrs, an o er o p e s

2. redundant code development
3. irreconcilability because of the programming enir nm n
4. long learning and adaptation curve for developers.
These issues are closely related to each other that the visualization community should address them by setting meticulous standards and abstracts for interfaces, inler-operability,
and reusability of code among different eiivisonmems. W- h; ve ce ter d these
into our framework particularly to simplify int.gr io of n

su s

' terfac s '-.•••• d'ffeien: dma

sources and development of visualization techniques. mVis has similarities to the frameworks described in [23, 113]. We have also focused on reducing the time spent in program90

ming while providing a meta-data in support of abstract data interface. Figure 6.1 shows
the building blocks of the framework.

Data

-^

data

eure6.1

mV.U; i YameworkC

iris

mVis is an object oriented software written in C++. OpenGL and Gtk+ libraries are
base libraries for rendering and GUI development, respectively. The components of the
framework are data accessible through data manager an

linker ob

dable

modules (data drivers, visualizers, clustering drivers), visuahzers, and interactions. To
create reusable and dynamic components, we applied different design patterns to build the
framework (see [104] for detail and further references)

f the desi

s are

factory method for the Horary manager to load and ace

amic libra

leton

model for clustering and data drivers to create a single instance of each; facade pattern
for the visualizer manager to activate, refresh, and switcf u ie ., isralizers; oi^a-^r. which

Is a behavioral pattern, Tor the linker manager's link

cts. Th

corres

ce

between our design patterns and some of patterns mentioned by Heer at el [49] such as the
Reference, Model pattern, i.he Renderer pattern, and

amic Q e* <
, Ending

a.

6.3.1 Library Manager
This component load;; and unloads external libeay dies dyna

in ran :n c ft

acts as a gateway between libraries and the other components of the system. A library is
i module

peeific task that is derived i om a C

e class

' ed as a

te.

When the

manager loads a library, the loadi

ry regi

entry

a

pre-defined factory to create an instance of the class derived. In mVis, there are various
actories to host task-oriented libraries. In the current v

onof ti

!

a; rework, di -tones

for data drivers, visualizers, clustering algorithms, and generic libraries are allocated. All
factories an•• maintained and managed by the manag

eates si

multip

ts

of the registered classes based on settings of the manager. For example, only one instance
of clustering algorithms is created while multiple copies of a visualizer class mi ht be
created, cdomponents of die framework communicate --v-dd the man

seize an > st.-a.ee

of loaded libraries or a list of loaded libraries of a factory to make them available to the
aser.
6.3.2

Data Drivers

A data driver is one of the loadable components .a e v i s . Vi a s

tion

sy^c-is re

tightly coupled with data and database systems. In mVis, data drivers liaison between
data source;: and visuali/er systems. mV i.e. employs
92

ference a c 1 pattern

].

Two problems are prominent recited to daki-visu

iontooi

i irst, m v isuali

n

systems embed data access code directly into the visualization code. Thus, most of the
time, modifications in data source require a recom

noft

i mewo

econd

e

many of the visualization systems use their custom flat file formats or structures, there is
no standard data format for th<:j. visualization syst

Toad

the d

lingo

a

and visualizer and these issues, we introduce the data driver level between visualizers and
data sources. This layer is not to repla

sting

s for

nown

ase sy

«s

(JDBC, ODBC etc.). Nevertheless, our driver at this layer encom asses member functions
and attributes for visualization purposes in addition to data access objects (connection,
statement recordset, metadata). For accessing t •

gacy I ; ource '

iemen

of a driver still uses commands from the specific drivers. By the introduction of the data
driver interface, rnv.is also expands compatibility ui differ

rmats

pplyi -

adapter design pattern. Thus, with our abstraction, a one-to-one relation is easily extended
to a many-to-many relation. That is, a visualizer - realizes d;i.'e;vnt fil -• -nnats wiiae it
compiling the working environment and special file formats can be harmonized by different
visual i zation tech n iq ues.
Another advantage of our data interface is that it hosts class members for visualizer systems. For example, each driver lists what kind of d

fetche ( . volu

oint, speed

data, image, graph) and presentation type (i.e. flat, tree, hierarchical). Thus, visualization
techn

are enabled or disabled automatically

e inp

a. Al

eemb

i

metadata class standardizes collected information from the source. The metadata contains
descriptive data for effective and explanatory visua
93

esenta

a >: articu

for no a 1

and ordinal variables. Since every database management systems stores meta data differently, detail of fetching of meta data is hidden from the rest of the framework within the

Furthermore, prcixicaing, buffering, or multi-thread.

:i »;-^.'-:ss operatio ; an; a olated

from the visualization. This leads to a modular and manageable program development and
smooth expansion of iho system.
i

i
t

mvis_statement* st;
mvis_resultSet* rst;
mvis__query q;

|

conn - l i •
s t - conn
[
q.SQL - "
'

i

rst = st-

i

i ger->getComu-r;i i :.n ; " k d b . l o c a l h •:
ementO;
i i D l , FLD2, FLiaS l-'KOM t h e S e r v e r "

a-,,", "", " " ) ;

uery(q);

I
rst->first();
while( !rst->isEOF()){
c o u t << r s t - > g e t V a l u e ( 0 )
rst->next0;
}

<< e n d l ;

rst->closo 0 ;
s t - > c l o s e () ,conn->clO". • (),
}

Figure 6.2

Example SQL Code: Using kdb-driver

Data drivers for inc.; m v i s framework cxw.nd&mvis-d. •••'<•••.)!•;> r- class. Ea < .".aaa specifies internally a driver identifier (DI). To create a connection via a driver, the library manager loads all the drivers and passes the user's connection information to each driver until
a .suii.abieoneislocai.eii. If a driver makailaa the given

. i

d, a conn

ect is

returned to the client.
To fetch data, a query statement whose syntax discussed in Section 5.3.4 is passed to

•i data driver. A base class mvisjquery encompasses ose-- param s

n addit

> o he

SQL statement. Developers can customize the structure for more complicated query needs.
n-.vis-query .also passes output format oi.' results (see

n 5.3.2)

driver.

We have developed a data driver (kdb-driver) to access to KDBMS for visualization of
rnultiresossMoit data aggregations, kd • •

r open

loses c

ons, fet !>

ata

optionally ry a single or multiple threa s, and provi cs a a as poin , voume, and \Mixture
of both. Multi-threaded data fetching might be necessary especially for large data. While
the driver fetches data, fetched data can be visualize

e scree* i :«-.e mentally ,•<ni he

user interface is not freezed during that process. The visualization community can use the
multiresolution data aggregation and extern i our dai

• • rface by

this d r e w

:he

driver registers its entry point to the driver manager. To activate the driver, either the user
selects it

t list or the library manage: activates r

on the

tioninf

he code iri Figure 6.2 shows the usage of the driv

i ially a

tion fro

driver is requested from the library manager with kdb. <hostName>:<portNumber>
kdb is th

ad connects to a KDBMS running at

ecified

i

n.
bwhere

': dport. "--v. login

credentials are passed in this example. Then a query is executed through the statement
objectof lb-current connection. After that, ihe

first

ofthe

e t i s p r s s • ut.

Also, we have implemented a special driver (mdaFileDriver) to generate multiresolution data aggregations from disk files. By using a binning process fixed size h
rectangles, i:re created. However, creation ofhierarc

rganiza'.

'rmore

ere-

quires the binning process to be repeated recursively. So, each query execution for a different level has to scan the iile for the binning. Thus, th
95

r is suit

r small

es.

The DI for this driver is mda and can be specified as in mda.jfilePathi.
6.3.3 Data Manager
Thcdatamana»ercornf)onentpertains to data access, iv,.-;c',e; ent, andp

. Itis

a gateway between the system and the loaded drivers. It is the interface to data manipulation
tasks, as well. Some of its other duties are collection of login information, establishing and
closing connections, fetching data, providing dynamic q

aces, and

SQL

syntax. Although, it is not implemented, this is an alternative upper level place to apply
a data pre-fetching and buffering. Another location for the same process would be data
drivers.
43.4

Clustering .-I I •'luster Manager

Another loadable modules are clustering libraries that are managed by the clustering
manager. Most of the; time, visualization systems appl

clustering -ctcc.l.ms as

one of the common data operations. And often times, it is stated that "the tec nique under
consideration works equally well with other clustering algorithms". However, inclusion of
new clustering algorithms requires understanding the co
code is available.

the code compatibility and

ompilatio •
zation in

:

ource
have

integrated clustering libraries to our framework as loadable modules. New clusters can
he derived from mvis riusterBase ciass provided. The
libraries and returns a clustering object with getCluster

anager lo
ber fundi

ering
entry,

mVis comes with k-means clustering and development of new methods are anticipated.
The clustering manager communicates clustering services to the visualizer manager. It

provides a user interface with generic parameter set:.:-.),;.-,

pass t H ring aho> 'u>•••:&.

All loaded clustering algorithms are available for selection to the user through the manager.
3.5 V

ersand

erers

A renderer is the running engine to draw, paint, and execute elements specified in a
supported language. In other words, it is tenderersyv.--, ••<-. orocessi

.•• del into :..;;"«es.

A visualizer contains detail of a visualization technique and models. mVis framework
actices tiie Renderer design pattern 149] to separa
itaeh visualize?* specifics what, kind of renderer it

' alizatio

their r

rs.

.. It uses

nguage

at

renderer understands. An advantage of this pattern is that each component can be developed
ii'depend •

each other and miscellaneous rendere • • s. befitini f.

amefrin wok.

Support of multi-rendering engines is not a common practice in visualization frameworks
yet. The initial version of rnvis only supports Op

. renderi

using g

ea

widget. However, we envisage to port new Tenderers such as a renderer bound to graphviz
library [4'H to augment drawing grap

n the d

a manageable subset. In such a separation, s. visuali

'

mall or

ata is

to

eloper • .

'sional or i s:V u e)

writes the code using a graph, a node, an edge, etc. and the renderer provides the
environment to display it (initialization, layout, etc.).

mVis c :

tovisu I a on

of other domains i.e. software engineering, network design, graph analysis.
All visuxiiy.ers in th< cxisiing version of mVis ii- n.T.ved fro-- .••;• . ---visuali .< ,- i>;>se
class. It contains interface for setting references to data, clustering and color management,
grand tour, application parameters, and linker. This class contains template member func-
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cons for wi ich the user can augment i •. • '.g primif

n> run at

c rende

nts

(i.e. initialization, refresh, motion, zoom in and out, activate, de-activate) and grand tour's
lour even':; (Sour start, lour step, tour end). Also, ut

nctiona

rproje

o-

ordinate mapping, text display, tool tips, context sensitive menus, image etc. are available
m facilit

expedite visualization deveiopmen-.

ved vis

s set th

of

Tenderer the contained model is for in order to augment coexisting of multi-renderers in the
same framework. Thus the visualizer manager creates appropriate Tenderer widget before
initializing •> visualizer. Finally, the developed visua

chnique

set type.;, a'data

(point, volume, graph, etc.) supported to help the visualizer manager in enabling/disabling
pJh.evisua
6.3.6

autom

as the connected data

chang

'c structure lopre-an

data-pr

Generic Libraries

m V i s i t i extend its

epsby

nt-

ing applicable generic algorithms to the system. mvisJibraryBase class is provided as a
template ui Nil?!' new building blocks. New generic '

shave

(virtual) rnciobcr function 01 execute(...). Tae library

gerloa

:

g

write th

ct

ric libr

to

generic factory of algorithms and passes an object handle to applications with function
,pvisJibrary8ase*getAl,!>orithm (<name>, . .).
6.3.7

Visualizer Manager

Thevcuali/ermangei is oneofth

compo

fthesy

t coord" ;i

he

other components and glues them together. Other managers such as the library manager,
me color manager, the grand tour manager, clusteri •.
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• ager, 1

anager,

ta

manager etc. are al! in interactions with each other. Some of i s roles in keeping t: e system
intact are the following. Provides the user access to

her

rfa

thr

hm

end context sensitive menus. It activates them age

oru

int

tio

rid

ect

changes to tae system. It is the controller of

1-V

-Co

olle

ode

04!

reguluu; and synchronize the rendcrers'i-i" the visua ' rs.

m

ger

ds v' aliz ..

M

me i-

and their Tenderers. It also activates and deactivates visualizers in the system based on the
data source type. For example, if a connection is established to a data source providing only
volume data, with a fix synthetic structure, then it is the visualizer manager to deactivate
the visualizers not supporting volume visualization. Most of actions from the system-wide
graphical interaction interfaces are conveyed to ihe visualizers through t e manager.

-

ditionally, it provides means to apply generic ak' rithr is pert d ring e - data e,*st-prc ess',•.•;;,
before visualizing data.
I'e3.8 linker Manager
T

ink manager is the controller of the

er-c

pon

This

poTveet is net shown in Figure 6.1

aus

is

most

he components as in Figure 6.3. Thel

ma

end coordinate the components of the architecture.

co

uni

ion

mV

yc

led

th n

all i

er

vide

me

nis

sh

em

ani

to

m

-vie

is simpler than coordination model defined in [23). The design • atterns of its internal
structure are the The Observer and Intercom [104]. Each component which participate to

the linking extends the base class mvisJinker and called a container.
There are three main operations: registering a linker, joining to a linker group, and
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Linking

Visuaiizer
Manager

Vim
Color
Visuaiizer 2

—-I

Manager

Linker
Manager

GT
Manage

VisiVI:',

Figure 6.3

Linking

synchronizing a group. Two types of linkers can be created: objects and events. An object
linker is an intrinsic (int, long, float, double, string etc.) or user-defined type variable whose
content will be m

ynamiealiy as reeded. To c

er-defined

nker,

the user's class needs to inherit mvisJinkingVariable class and implement void copy(const
void* pRHS) member function where the pRHS is the right hand side of source variable
of the same type.

r linker type, event linker, is

linker like

k for

changes or actions. A. linking container with event linkers ca c es the updates or a in or by
implementing abstract member function void onLinkingVarChange(string pLinkerName).
1 Mails of the linking process steps arc below.
• An object or an event linker is registered by a component (a container) such as a visuaiizer, interface object, other loaded modules etc. This is process is called linking.

100

During the linking, the container specifies the type (object or event), status (readable,
writable, or both), direction (ability to update other linkers or not), and visibility of
ihe linker to the user at run time for manual linkin

g.

• After linking, the linker will be subscribed or joined into one or more linker groups.
Linkers and linker groups are identified by a name. If a registered linker tries to join
a non-existing group, then a new group will be c

omaticaU !-y \\-.-: sinker

manager. A linker group can be private (o only a few con ainers by making 1 ir visible
to the rest of the system. Only the containers who know the name of the linker group
can participate to that group. 'Thus, components

isualizers

ented

by different developers can link iheir Sinkers silent

helastlin

•• oved

iner sync

hen-

from a group, the group will be deleted by the manager.
» I or updating or signaling linkers in a li iker group,
ver it modifies iis Sinker. Then, the link manager

ontent fo

nkers

and executes the callback for event linkers based on the restrictions and properties of
the linkers and the groups under consideration.
The linking structure described has some advantages. First, its usage and implementation are straightforward with the aforementioned base classes. Second, it virtually shares
y.p.y objects and variables without consuming memory re

Third, inte

:

referenci

hue loaded com

through linking is effortless b

runsand

linker groups by name. The link manager displays all of the linkers and linking groups
created by the existing and previously loaded componen
101

>•

h its GUI. :

rs of

new loadable modules may join their linkers to the existing linker groups simply by using
names of the groups. For example, a new visualiza ion technique can share ro aiion angles
(R:n R,,,RZ: hom the ting scatter plot visuali

nin

sas

asit •••!>! regisi<->- o

the event linker of new data fetches in order to supply special data pre-processing. Another
advantage is that through the linker manager, default visible linkers can be re-grouped,
un-1 inked, Oi re-linked manually "mrun-iimc as needed. S

dyna n man e ment

bilities are especially useful when the number of components is large i.e. many visualizers.
Finaliy, the linking pattern helps particularly visualization techniques to si are their new
futures and •ittributes with other' techniques to syi

oniz

a vis d atio

A drawback of the linking system is that it is backward compatible only. Components
developed and integrated to the system cannot link to the linkers introduced later by other
co

ents To use he new linkers, p

use

onene

ode

s to

pdat

diously. Nevertheless, this limitation leaves out third party components incorporated to the
system without available source code in updating and extending new ieatures iy linking.
6.3.9 Inte

ons

Look anil fei metaphor is represented as the '

racti'

odu

' mVi

ame

It is inclusive of graphical user interfaces, user-computer or user-visualization message
exchange, input from ihe user and the response tu-.-.v. the

em.

the juiriicipatiu.u components oi" die system Itp.-ovM.es d'e • mani

ents •;>;! actions f
ion i Places •••••'• h

as dynamic query interface with a built-in query builder, a navigator for SQL statements.
User interactions are important part of a vise,d ation
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iron

[63

j. Ou

-

tensions to visualization techniques are associated

ective i < s iontooi . <--> <t.at

users can navigate within the large data set. Using zoom-in and zoom-out, a user can drillthrough a visualization of data from a low rcsolutio

iew to '

st detaia.-o; level

where individual data points are displayed. Other interaction methods include linking,
brushing, panning, data selection, dimension reorder

danima

• datapr

ns

by grand-tour [11]. In mVis framework, these interactions are easy to embed into developed components or are already presented to link from new components.
To sptxc access to major functionalities of a visu

the libr

ager a

a

space called fast-access-panel to locate an interface to snap in. A visualizer developer can
easily implement a panel for his/her visualizer usin

olbox i

ed to the : vsa-m

(Section 6.4). The visualizer manager affixes the panel of active visualizer as visualizers are
switched.

ain menu provided by the manager • •-, accessible

through a

ble event linker, which is registered fy iia manag .

ew co-op easts
s. this i

me er

way of fast access to provided interactions. As expected, keyboard short-cuts are in-place
for common user actions.
To augment user-visualizer interactions and improve understandability and interpretation of visual representation, tooltips for the visual sesames (wid

n escripto siaius

bar messages, pop-up menus for visualizers and individual widgets are provided. Particuiarly for visualizers, zoom-in and zoom-out throu

11 whe

are integrated. Coding rearison of a visualizer to su

ts need

f

pointin d
iding a

ce
er

function of the visualizer base class. Each visualizer produce rich interaction methods usii:g various elements from the library such as a slider 'or adjusting e:apparency <>'< -osi al
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elements, mouse; click-and-drag operations for data siaect

Tbeli
me

"ng mechanism is used in communication an

. Fur example, an on-screen selection f

selected r

rds, ihen other visualizcrs treat th

rop atio

fi

rac

n el
ist

filt

g

ru

ng i a vi w se

ele

dr

rds

stin < vei

Other component and managers of the framework a

provide

Fs »> the am

work such as color management, grand tour rnana menl. Also., it •• woi s to 1 nti a
that callbacks fr

w

ets

nd

tosysiemeomp

ent

don (guiJ:A>ent(...)) to reduce wearisome function eel

r e g d ere i oa
ions end

her

mb

fun

rapp gs

programming,

6.4 Toolbox Over Gtk+
For implementing GUI of mVis, we used Gtk+ toolkit. Since this is an event-driven
library written in C, using it in C++ development needs wrappers. We built a higher level
toolbox that contains object oriented widgets based on Gtk+. The toolbox contains only a
subset of the Gtk+ widgets, including container, label, button (image and text), single and
multi-line textbox, checkbox, listbox, GL Tenderer, slider objects. The base class for these
objects is mvis-guiObject as depicted in the inheritance diagram of C.3. For implementing
GUI's using the objects from the toolbox, a programmer writes less number of lines of code
compared to lines needed when using Gtk+ library directly. The syntax and event handling
process are simplified so that even a novice developer can learn and use it in a short time.

When objects are created an object reference is returned, however objects can be access
by name or object id too. A facade design pattern is applied. The topmost object is the

10

:i

container object. After creating a container, the pr

mmer odalloth

n aectso^o ,.

To create a window, a base class ( C.7 is available which inherits from the container class.
For event handling, overriding guiEvem (..,,) membc unctio

rnvis-

ents c s

s

sufficient to code. Local variables of a container object can be attached to toolbox objects.
In this way, no oilier calls is necessary to exchang

es

fro

a widg

Popup-menus, mouse, and keyboard events can be easily associated with the objects
with a few lines of code. Otherwise, using Gtk+ li1) rry to do

me fu

require quite a bit work. Thus, in GUI productio-i. he simol'nt / and th

nality
fficien >

achieved in terms of the number of codes.
Wc demonstrate Ihe simplicity of usage of the

box a

visu '

"on te ;veic<e

class in the code shown in Figure 6.4. To keep the code short, only two methods of the
visual i/er my VSs are implemented (init() and guiEv ;^ )) and

utton :. •••i::cedo--u. ; re

access-panel. When the button ("Say Hello") is pressed, it opens the window of helloWorld
class which contains a label ("hello-world'") and a close butter

hen to

se bu

s

clicked, the class's event handler (guiEvent(...)) executes to terminate the window.
In conclusion, a visualioer developer can easiiy reach G

to his

isuali

accomplish various tasks i.e. setting options, parameters or information collection.
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= •

/ / / d e f i n e ' h e l l o - w o r l d ' window
c l a s s h e l l o W o r l d : p u b l i c ravis. ..gtkWindow{ p u b l i c :
fiellovMorldO I
this->addLabel("lblHello", "HelloWorld ! ! ! " ) ;
this->addButton("cmdClose","Close");
t h i i ; ->creai.oi-'t]cWi.[icJow() ;
}

b o o l g u i E v e n t ( s t r i n g pObjName, i n t p E v e n t s ,
Lnt pv'd.lue, vo i.d*
rDai.-:; {
i- f (pOb j Name™" crndClosc " )
this->quitWindow();
j
}
//two methods of the visualizer myVis
//add a button ;o the access-panel
void myVis: : ini.i. () {
_container->addButton("btnHello", "Say Hello");
}
//event handler
bool myVis::guiEvent(string pName, int pEvent,
int pVal, void* pUserData) {
: l/(pNamn == "bLnHel lo") {
helloWorld hello;
hello.open();
return true;
}

Figure 6.4

Hello Word. •: UlinmVis
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CHAPTER 7
RESULTS

7.1

Introduction
in this chapter, wc disseminate our empirical res Its c m acted

will <- aegorize < r

findings for the server and the client of the visualization system separately.

7.2

KDBMS Performance Data

As we mentioned before, we organize the multiresolution data aggregations as a hierarchy of multiple resoluiaai density regions «ntoinfisnalno>se; f the : !A -tree. :Ate have -.'.s- d
a synthetic data set to test the performance of data aggregation tree for data insertion. The
synthetic data set contains 12 continuous variables. Values of each variable are recorded
as double float points and are randomly generate

h un

dis

tion

in a

i. -,e

of values from 0.0 to 1.0. Block size of the DA-tree is 16K bytes (4 physical disk page).
Fan-out factor of non-leaf blocks is 149. Fan-out factor of leaf blocks is 163. Up to 300
million! data records (

is, more than 28< I byt

raw

dona

a) ar

erte

o

the DA-tree. After insertion, the file containing the leaf nodes consumes about 42.5G bytes
disk space. The space utilization reported for the DA-tree is about 69%.
entl

DBMS ;nly bail is DA Uces by i ertio

;ly. I

a Ion

d te

s

process. Figure 7.1 shows the timing in number of days. The main reason for such a big
insertion time is the file organization on the disk. TPIE [9] library maintains two index files
on die disk for :nternal nudes and leaf nodes. T! e :eze o '
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Figure 7.1

Timing of Building a DA-tree by Insertion

a large data. Also, considering the fact ibat the m

umoc

cy of

nodes

t

100%, the index file is going to be larger than the original source file. TPIE allocates each
new block always at the end of the file, therefore,

of the

of a

goes a w n s

far from the splitting node. Since, splitting of nodes is unordered, when children of a node
are accessed, the head of the disk scans

iskfi

kand

as ma

then

r

of split pairs residing in this node. The head movements over a single large file, i.e. 30G
bytes, is very I/O inefficient and reduces iheperfonoc-regreaoy.
Wc are currently working on improving this deficiency h, fif orga ' . e o n of she 1:brary. For reducing insertion time, we maintain blocks in smaller disk files to reduce the
span of disk head movements. I'or increasing qu

v

j rform

further s,<; re-or.^.en;.-----

the tree such that blocks for sibling nodes reside close to each other in the file. We are considering applying different techniques for eodes or
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ation. i;o. xamp

'.epth-first ;= v.\

kdB i.,. | N o n
H.\-li> j N i

#0

R
25
50

3
3

10

i", i''

150
175
r ,
r

4
4

17,032
20,052

A

23

I

250
275

300

Table 7.1

2,606
6174

26
29,574
32,446

4
4
4

35

Sizeo

N
222,086
446 550

886
1.339,804
1,563,273
1,785
2,009
2.230,722
2,451,977
2,674

-ees

breast-first organizations of internal nodes are two immediate solutions. However, more
com

ed organizations can be applies.! based

statisecel analy >. eF access i n -

terns collected from the execution of queries. Since a re-organization is usually performed
after building the irec and during database maint

e, its dice's is nc e eeted ,o n-

sertion performance. Consequently, an imermedi

ganiza '

during b ilding th te-e

a reco

e inse

could help to reduce the building time.
Table 7.1 shows how the tree size grows as ne

into the «c •.

Figure 7.2(a) illustrates the increase in the number of leaf and non-leaf pages as the size of
the tree giows. As seen in the figure, the growth rat' i'os both bh.es ypesi

larwh e >s

the number of leaf pages is much more than the number of non-leaf pages. The increment
after insertion of IbOM records is steady because •• maxim

eight d :\A-tree is !.

To observe a considerable change similar to the one shown for records between 25M and
150AA ihe height needs to change which i uires

recor

'be ins

Figure 7.2(b) shows the average number of block I/Os to insert a new data record into
the DA-tree as the size of the tree grows. The
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Figure 7,2

(b)Average Number of Block IOs
Building a D

by Ins

to insert the data record and the I/Os to update data aggregation information in non-leaf
blocks in the figure we draw sum of reals and wr

or leaf

non-le

des, b

e

the numbers of reads and writes are similar. Due to the caching, only a small difference
observed.

Data aggregation tree allows two types of user interactions: (1) browsing of data aggregation information at a given resolution, (2) ran

ery.

ryissu

data

ration tool is usually a combination of these two types of user interactions. Browsing of
data

gation information at, a given resolutioni

ported

siting

albkH

f

the data aggregation tree. There are multiple ways to define resolution. The simplest way is
probably by the depth of the data aggregation tree,

ta ag

ion tr •• '.•• • oneep

a binary kd-tree where each non-leaf node at a depth level splits into two child nodes at the
nextdeptn level. Hacb leaf nods; of the tree- contains • cafblo .

datar •. >-r<is.

To measure the performance of data browsing we issue a range que

i t each death

level of the binary kd-tree thai is the resolution thres1 old of tee cu (r of < \r)) is the level
of the iron. The query region, is set to the whole vo
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1
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6,0
221.460
12.546 1
7,465
1,
310
74,4. 1
8,6
1.961.780 ~ 101,351 :
9,891

KAsuit <is Res

onb

vel

ries

that all hyper-rectangles at the depth level are selected. Also, the query is set to fetch both
hyper-rectangles and points. Table 7.2 is the information collected after running 20 queries.
Ati-achqiiiry wc change the level informidon

< eke

gth

nge

ryl

enoi i

to select all regions.
Figure 7.3(a) shows the number of hyper-rectangles (including individual data records
if leaf blocks are accessed) fetched against the tree depth level. Starting at level 17, leaf
blocks are accessed and points arc fetched. As

xpe , es

lea!'blocks are accessed, which contain

ers of irdivic.i;.l daei e-eords.

e nu

Figure 7.3(b) shows he numbers of ' ited

line

elatit

hip

-leaf n d le7 block of the d aa agg-

gation tree. Please note that data aggregation tree is an unbalanced tree and a user may get
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Figure 7.e»

Query by : •

qaery resets of aggregated data mixed with individ - '

record.

; eenin t

re,

some queries are answered by fetching the same number of blocks because the information
is collect'i :i';:i. interna! nodes of

fli

al tree

tree's

f nodes i! i af

block is accessed for any depth level less than 17. As depth level increases from 17, the
number of .oaf block I/Os increases rapidly, where

olution ••

h enough ••.;• feat

leaf blocks and individual data records are fetched. This is observed as a big jump from 0
n umber of leaf blocks fetched.
Figure: 7.3(c) and (d; shows the wal 1 i i me of query

t the nu

f recor

and the tree depth level, respectively. We can see that data browsing queries run pretty fast

112

ed

till a high resolution at which many individual records are fetched and compared with the
query region. The comparison of many individual records wrhthe qu ry region take: :i ot
of CPU'time.

Hr™

T~

/
1,500,00

o.ooo
of Record

Hbgfcoie

(a) # of Records v.s. Count Limit
4ure 7,4

Wc run-.mothers

que

(b) Time v.s. # of Blocks
Que.

Cou

to time the quei y erfb

60 queries to fetch only hyper-rectangles by usin

e CO

ce. I
T as

scase

epre

d

esolu : • thresh Id.

When we increase the count limit, the query is answered fast because the hyper-rectangles
with high number of points fa!ling into arc index.: close

he r

For

-pie,

n

the count limit is 150 million, the number of hyjxo recta a ks is 1 Figure 7 4(a) d ' ts
number of records fetched against COUNT limit. In Figure 7.4(b), we can see a dramatic
increase in fetching t u as wc reduce th; COU

: mit,

use

until reaching to levels where regions contain smell umb

f poi

bio

arefe

d

In conclusion, fetching aggregate data of large data sets, our data indexing structure
performs well comp

o scanning or reeursiv

a flat file or using a database management systems
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K
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2
kdB-Tree Height
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.input File Size
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DA-tree Leaf 1-5lock File Size
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Space Utilization
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I umb

Tislile 7.3
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252K
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2
2/
13
11634
120M
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Summary Informal ion of P

5% PUMS
62
934K
3

51516
6
8

••

'

71.80%

Data

7.3 Visualization of Real Data
We have used data from Public Use Microdata Sample tiles (known as PUMS and
available as 1% PUMS and 5% TOMS) |'l I made public

he U"

ensu

00.

r

statistics of the data aggregation tree built from this data source are listed in the table,
together with the statistics of the DA-trees. The original data files contain both housing unit
record:-; and a number of person records for surveyed peoplr Hvin -r eac Sousing w. t.
With a preprocessing, 12 variables have been chosen from the housin unit record data for
this experiment. The 12 variables are STATE (state), YRBU1LT (year built), TAXAMT
(pronely tax amount), OMPSTAT (employment situs),

RSO

numo

of pe

s

living in the unit), BEDRMS (number of bedrooms), HINC (household income), FUEL
(fuel type), and 4 utility usage variables including electricity, gas, water, and oil.
Slrst data set to visualize is the 1% PUMS Sfiiu set

h co

s 1.2"' million S ; a

records The snapshots from the visualization of 1%PUMS data is appended to the end
of this document (see Appendix B). Images are the output of visualizing the data with
res-aionby tee level: Each inage

om
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ated

1 of

tree

show

e

splitting points. The last image shows point and volume data records together at the level
11 where the first leaf node is accessed.
We have sampled 25,000 records from 1%PUMS data set to build a DA-tree which
was used for the conducted user study. Figure 7.3 presents example screen snapshots of
visualizing the data aggregation tree on the 25K samples. In the image on the left, an
overview of data sample records in parallel coordinates is pictured. The visualization shows
a gray data selection band across all coordinates. The data selection band specifies a query
region which is used to retrieve a subset of data (individual data records in this example)
that is visualized in the second snapshot, hyper-rectangles are shown and a selection is
made to select records from state of Michigan excluding high utility consumption records.
Consequently, a data fetch is applied to the selection and fetched records are displayed in
higher resolution as shown Figure 7.3(b).

Figure 7.5

Screen Snapshot of 25K PUMS Data
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SQL:
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UMITBY LEVEL
WHERE LIMIT IS 3

y Query Builder I J & & a t c h |

fl|Quit[

f e t c h e d records: 4

(a) First Query
Max. Records:

(b) Result of the Query and Selection
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F7 Mixed point and volume data
Drill Up and Down
Criterian: |-rree Level
Limit:

"J

18

*
SQL:
SELECTTOP 10000 + FROM theTable
UMITBY LEVEL
WHERE LIMIT IS 18, YRBUILT BETWEEN 6 AMD 9,
ELEC BETWEEN 4221 AND 6000, GAS BETWEEN
3447 AND 4900, WATER BETWEEN 2 1 8 1 AND 3100,
OIL BETWEEN 31SS AMD 4500, BEDRMS BETWEEN
4 AND 5, HINC BETWEEN 5336 AND 150843

'ft Query B u i l d e r | [ S j f e t c h l | »g|Quit|
(Fetched records: 1

(c) Query from the Selection in (b)
Figure 7.6

(d) New Selection

Screen Snapshot of 5%PUMS Data

The second test data set we use is the 5% Public Use Microdata Sample files (known as
5% PUMS) [1] made public by the US Census 2000. The 5% PUMS data set has the same
116

data format as the 1 % PUMS data set. Wc have >!

hosen

arnes^ • -' 12 var

s

from the housing unit records in this data set. Major statistics of the data aggregation tree
built or. she 5% POMS data set is listed in the tabl

gam

show

initial

prepared to execute. Figure 7.6(b) presents an overview of all housing unit records in the
5% POM8 at tree level 3 as a result of the prepar

ery. The extend s

s redu •• o

improve visibility All data is represented by four hyper-rectangles in this view and only 3
of them are visible. The densiiy (#poie Is/volume) o; U-.e forte ;>,e is too •• -w iO be isie e
at this view. This view shows a partition en the Yi--BUILT -md HINC Fi ure 7.6(e) !s
the query set by the data selector on the previous image. Figure 7.6(d) highlights the low
densiiy hyper-rectangle. A new selection is made

ter th

to di.

house

"t

before 1970 with annual income less than 150K. Then we applied bedroom (3 or more)
constraint at level 7 (not shown). In order tofindho; i.>i.s with • • fuel, ei
oil consumption (Figure 7.6(d)), we applied a new filter.

(e) An Individual Data Record
•e 7.7

Screen Snapshot of 5':<a i' U MS Data
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'. ntinuec

c, wat a. d

Figure 7.6(e) shows the detail of the identified data record, one house in California
that has moie than 3 bedrooms a;»d built, between i960

d 19 . Its

is $!5K where as the s n. of eleeiric, gas, water and

bill

700

+ $3800, respectively) is $16500. The color i.-i all th

ima

den t

records (count) in the hyper-rectangles.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we tried to tackle the problem of interactive visual exploration of large
dafci. against the known limitations. We

osed

xplo

nsity

resen

nof

e

relaiioaal data u> visualize instead of i

idual

nts.

refor

: new

resen

' n

between databases and visualization tools was presented as a mechanism to transmit data.
Insupporto'~ar\alyticale.xploratio:!ofaiHliMiningij-:iunnau>:tfix>m

edat ,

ext

d

the new data format for overview-and-driliaJowno,ratio s a the '

lizat'

echn'

s

dime

nal spai ••-,

is a

er-euf u si

as a new data input.
Wc perceived records of large relational data as poin
therefore we split the space into smaller snbspaces sphere

ah
h of

space (hyper-rectangle) that denotes a volumetric data cube. We aggregated data points
within the smallest hy

rectangles int

ero

surrounding regions t

ild a hierarchical rgan'

ndc

ued

roce

rthe

r

ono

ltipl

oluti

Sine

e

of the attributes of a hyper-rectangle is density, we discriminated this representation of
large relational data records as an elemeirtofove

w-an

11-do

acces

ttern.

To organi/c: the data aggregated in multiple nswhitioaa we no d a hig

mensi

1

tree index. We explained the detail of such a tree and called it a data aggregation tree
(DA tree). We chose a kdB-tree. which is a point
structure for a DA-tree, because its structure and

cess
pert'

od,

e fun

enta

a

e in ••. ord -a-im our ass.- is

of density organization. We piggybacked the aggregated data onto internal nodes of the
119

DA-tree while storing individual data points at its leaf nodes. As a result, visual operations
i.e. zooming and panning, are performed by index-only queries that access aggregate > < iata
in the intern 111 nodes

e tree. For example, th

per-r

ngle

mul

atth a t

of the tree represents the whole data, thus visualizing it delineates the top most overview
of the data set.
We listed advantages of mukiresolution data

egati< a as inte

diate

eseniai •< n

to flow data from a backend data source to final views. Its density-based characteristic
conveys better presentation to human visual perception. Also, its smaller size makes it
more manageable than Uierelational data andprov:d<'sles;; atatraf

• verc

unic < n

networks. Additionally, visualization becomes scalable to the size of the data, because
density of hyper-rectangles (i.e. number of points) depen s on the resolution evels. : )verand-nbove, Jensity is inherently efficacious for client si

term • ch tan shin hvaa -

rectangles below a threshold are brushed away or with a reverse-filtering are made more
noticeable. Last but not least, we introduced resolutions as a new privacy preservation
option..
We presented the internal layout of DA-trees. In our implementation, the node splitting
problem was addressed by the root-split and the cn'aptive splitting techniques sue;; tl at
nodes a e spl I preci

at a previous split In i; te of i ing

egati<

lata t

e

internal nodes, we kept the fan-out high with our compact storage of the structure onto
disk pages. Also, for the leaf nodes, we introduced ihe weig.'-ted longest span splitting 10
achieve better disk utilization to lessen the ininimi
un-balanced tree.
120

occu

ydeg

i tion

a use

e

To show ihcperfonnunceofthc new organization :i.ii-'i ffective «

<-i visualize/ :;:;ge

data, we developed a client-server architecture. We presented our multi-threaded KDBMS
.system which hosts a DA-tree and delivers density-ba

ltiresol

ataaggr

s.

We depicted our performance results for reasonably large synthetic data. Although, the
DA-tree doesn't guarantee the minimum occupanc

rned ou

about

or

300 million records with 12 dimensions which we

er it an ;.- p able atlai merit

Actually, this may consolidate the DA-tree to a dynamic tree for insertions.
mVis,t!ve visualization client of the architecture,

mewor

ichwe

ed

existing visualizations to accept multiresolution data aggregations. We implemented the
seatterplo

D footprint splatting with grand t

nsity-b

d recoe

ed

parallel coordinates, and density-based scatterplot matrices. We showed effectiveness of
density-b

presentation in visual analysis of lar •

ities, wc used various mechanisms to reduce clutt

a. To d

rate th '

c-

rthero

ientsin

on

to a reduced number of records coming in from the server. Each visualizer in mVis shares
its well-known attributes by linking, so that these fu i

comep

e and ad; t be

synched with the existing and future components.
We organized and visualized 1% and 5% PUMd | i' ata. Th

ts are p

ng

for interactive visualization and encouraging to improve and tailor the high-dimensional
partitioning on the server We invite fellow researchers and developers in visualization and
relatedfieids to visualize the new data format in thei

• - tools.

Even though, this research didn't intend contemplating a public domain dynamic framework, in time, mVis became a modular constructio
121

suppo

i • s and dai: tyj.es

from Shneiderman's taxonomy [87]. We presented the link management system as a highway of inter-component communications. Thus, linking various visualizers and other prean

t-pr

ing modules happens on-the-fly. ivioreovc- it su

ts dyi

ic lo

g

and integration of components to alleviate tightly-coupled and the static nature of similar
tools. As part of mVis, an archetype is provided to abate the development and incorporation effort of new vis

ation methods and interactions.

simp a rig th

i uali a i n

development, we intended to facilitate teaching and learning of graphics programming by
getting down to the nitty-gritty of geometry of visual technique and the rendering language
(i.e. GpenGL). Finally, reintroduced our toolbox a ichi ••• i obje

yer o • -at of G<T +

for creating object oriented GUI designs productively.
We conclude this paper by itemizing anticipated future enhancements and thoughts we
bear in mind.
«» Uicorporadonornewtechniquestob'-tterspii: high- i

nsio

pace a.esubsa:«.:::s

to improve visualizations are necessary.
• Splitting of a DA-tree depending on the order of insertion creates an un-balanced
tree. To keep the: tree height balanced, we an- inve

'ting :T oc te tuques .^ h

as re-balancing the tree daring regular main aance
• Re-organization of disk blocks improves I/O performance for queries; therefore efficient storage is necessary.
5 To improve query performance and reduc

122

delay a urth ,

eeha

s sunn -:s

caching, prefetching etc. are indispensable. So, we plan to implement these features
into our model.
» BuildingaDA-

by insertion is much too siowfo

eda

ltho r

balk

g is a prominent alternative solution, it could be

oble

r hig

men e e l

index of large data sets. So far, there is no mechanism as elegant as B-tree bulk
loading to rapidiy build a high dimensional dee index.
•:

yna

data operations altering the tree

ex is

ther

lem.

exa

,

in insert operation, cascade splitting of nodes in the subtree causes an uodate of all
aggregated information of nodes. Overflow nodes from insertion node to the root
require a lot of

regated data update. In

ete o

tion,

tract ;ag of

s

triggers update of aggregate data again. We are looking into techniques to address
these problems by using statistical information of the data or by re-balancing the tree.
• Clustering large relational data is an open research issue. We want to investigate
ore

is s

t and devise the DA-sino lure to

ppor

nami

steriie

s

data is inserted.
• Consolidating mVis with advanced algorithms and models from other disciplines is
crucial lor sophisieated visual analysis.
» Basics for privacy preservation by resolution eeavr.i iole w e n a D e tree, bee '•&
implementation and support by the server need to be done.
• Supporting panning by linking internal nodes of the high-dimensional index is a chal123

lenging issue that we want to shed some light on. Defining a "neighborhood" for a
node is hard because the hyper-rectangle represente

y the node has

d

different

neighbors to choose from.
* To help the use>

command andcorprehfo iH com

ntsa

nal '

s of

s

conveniently, affixing sound synthesizers and interactive interpreters is under consideration .Additionally, ihose component

ide t

serf

hidden iai'onnatirji; effectively and precisely. How-'vo.. this '

veali

nsee

req

an u

d

standing of Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, and related fields.
Ourfinalnote is the announcement of the availability of source code for both the server
and the clie t for pub

se. We hope and encoi

requisites.
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APPEND '.A
Brief Information About the Trees Investigated

*Some of the definitions are from Black's online dictionary [21 j.

BV-tree is a conceptual framework to generaliz

es to h

imensi > a

.i is

not a concrete PAM but a conceptual framework applicable to various access methods. BVirces are not balanced an

hing may requirebac

g. Pro

•

techniqi

iun.es

lower-level intervals up closer to the root and original level number is stored in promoted
region called a guard.
Buddy-tree is a flexible partitioning and reorganization schema,

t doesn't partition

empty space. Directory pages contain minimum bounding rectangles. Sequence of insertions is ii

iportan; and performance; in dynam:

ronmen

hbecau

die

and n

; t objec

as

buddy system adapted. It is not height balanced.
LSD-

ocal Spliv. Decision tree) is SAM fo

an internal memory tree, external directory pages and data buckets. The universe of data
is partitioned into disjoin cells. The internal memo

's a kd-ts •. : f the thre

fit into the memory, selected subtrees are paged out t

xternal

ry with

't
ng

algorithm. Its external tree is a heap of fixed height. Split position is local optimum, that
is indepe < a f other cell boundaries and previou

ecision

tdimea a § ;nd

position are kept in each node. Local split makes the structure behave well with different
data distrbxb ions.
hB-tree (Holey Brick tree) is related to kdB-tree by organizing its internal nodes with
i kd-tree. N d

plits in kd tree creates holey bricks (b ' k which s

from). S

eaves oi" kd-tree in an hB-tree ma

to one

11 bricks e t cted
e node.

ee

achieves good insert by only splitting nodes on one root-to-leaf path.
CRB-

ompreesed Range B-free)is an inde^ies, scheme f •
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ange-ag.eie,".a;ed

queries. It consists of (wo B ! -tree: one is constructed on mc. x- orde te oi \ oine. wi
each node h:is a special structure, ;md the other is con.-;;-.uct

on

The internal structure of the fi rst tree has two a

ys

ich

res i dex n d c

tion oi" the sebregions. In the internal represen

on

it-

e model i

sed

is an I/O efficient high dimensional i

xin

ree

n k' ree

d-t
ak

ee

main memory and forest of kd-trees on xte

y-
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APPENDIX B
Images from Visualization of 1%PUMS by Levels

HgureB.I

Visualizing IV,rUMS
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evel

(g) Level 11
Figure B.2

Visualizing 1%PUMS by Levels-Continued
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APPENDIX C
Inheritance Diagrams
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mvis::mvisGUI::mvis_guiObject

mvIS::f!ivi:;GUt::mvlSJ

Is::mvis

••; • : Bar

mvis::mvisGUI::mvis_guiContainer

mvis::mvisGUI::mvis_guiOption

mvis::mvisGUI::mvis_guiSpinButton 1-

mviS::mvIsGUI::mvis_gu!GLArea

"L
m Vl8::m v > sG U l::mvi»_fli i i Statu sBar

!8::mvis

s_jjulLai

mvis::mvisGUI::mvis_guiList

mvis::mvisGUh:mvis_guiTextBox

Figure C,3

s_guiBu

Inheritance Diagram : ;v Toolbox Obi

my.is^myisGUI-mvis<_guiOb'ect. i

! mvis::mvisGUI::mvis_quiTextBo>-

i
Figure C.4

;
is;:mvis-U!
,r> isjguir

ox

Inheritance Diagram for Multi-line Textbox Object
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mvis::mvisGUI::mvis_guiObject

mvis::mvisGUI::rnvis_guiSpinButton

mvis::mvisGUI::mvls_gulScale

Figure C.5

Inheritance Diagram for Scale Object
mvls::mvis_visuallzerBase

mvis::mvis .visualize r

"

1

__,

mvis::mvlsAPP::mvis_visParallel

~"
' mvis::mvisAPP::mvis_visScatterMatrix

mviS::mvisAPP:: mvls_visScatter

mvis::mvisAPP::mvis_visVolren

:

Figure C.6

mvis::mvisAPP::mvis_visVolren3D

Inheritance Diagram for Visualizer Base Class
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nwis::mvlsWIN::nwis_msgBox

Figure C.7
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